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THE RED FLAME INCORPORATES
The Red Flame ha.s incorporated
Business burdens have become too great for a few individuals
to successfully handle. Hence the corporation.
The Red Flame is capitalized at $25,000, and a ready sale
should be assured for all of the stock which is to be issued.
Every dollar invested in stock will go into working capital,
which will mean a bigger and better Red Flame.
The Red Flame is profoundly grateful for the universal support and encouragement which it has received, not alone from
North Dakota and the Northwest; not alone from every part of
America where a battle with Bolshevism is now being waged,
but from Mexico and the Dominion.
The Red Flame is convinced that it fills a need; The Red

Flame is convinced that there exists a field for a periodical
which ls militantly, uncompromisingly opposed to Bolsheviam.
The Red Flame will continue to appear monthly, in its present
form, with such improvements as the publishers may devise or
its readers suggest. The price on hundreds of news~tands
which are with us in this fight for America for Americans
will be 30 cents the copy, or a year's subscription may be purchased by mailing a $3.00 draft, certified check or money-order
to THE RED FLAME, BISMARCK, N. D.
If you read The Red Flame and believe in it; if you feel that
The Red Flame has a mission, buy a copy fo~ some neighbor,
and tell your friends about it.
A single copy of The Red Flame in the right hands may win
back a convert from communism.
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A PLEA FOR FAIRPLAY
The Red Flame is pleased to note that loyalist organizations
all over the country are making use of its material. The Red
Flame has in view a single object-the education of the American people to a point where they will not tolerate Bolshevism
or any individual or organization countenancing, defending or
advocating Bolshevism.
The Red Flame has only one humble request to make of organs
in other states which are engaged in a similar line of endeavor
-that is that when they use original material culled from The

Red Flame that they give The Red Flame credit therefore, in
order that their readers may know of The Red Flame and of the
fight which it is making.
The Red Flame is not a money-making institution. The men
who are producing The Red Flame are putting into it every
ounce of energy and every dollar at their command. Therefore,
we ask the cooperation of other knights of the press, not that
we may enhance our profits, but that The Red Flame may
extend its sphere of influence.

'Che "lied ~lame
Published by tht Red Flamt Publishing Company
Bi&marck, N. D.
Copyrlchted
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THE RED FLAME
The Red Flame is trequently importuned by its timid friends
to "go easy on that Bolshevist stuff."
The Red Flame is warned that it mu t not call Red leaders of
the league Bolshev~ ts.
The Red Flame is told that it is placing too much emphasis
on the menace ot Free Love.
The Red Flame is informed that it must offer its readers
"something constructive."
The Red Flame would say in reply that it knows of nothing
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The Red Flame believes that the sore must be laid bare in
all ot its hideousness, that the healing light or publicity must be
let in.
The Red Flame admits that it is not a pretty job; there are
pleasanter places than the operating room, but tor our country
today there are but two alternatives-the operating room or
the charnel house.
The Red Flame is convinced that no real progress can ite
made in America until our country h8. been freed from thest
destroyers.
The Red Flame admit! that wrongs are constantly arising
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more constructive for America today than a. program which wLl
free this broad land of ours of destructionists.
The Red Flame holds that before we can begin to construct
we must eradicate those forces which would destroy.
The Red Flame insists that terrorism and revolution and
chaos will not react to homeopathic treatment.
The Red Flame contends that this is not a case of pink pills
tor pale people.
The Red Flame submits the time bas come when the surgeon's
knite must be used to remove from the heart of our country the
toul ulcer of Bolshevism which is sapping its life.

under our republican form of government, but it in ists that
under no other form of government is the speedy righting o!'.
such wrongs so well assured.
The Red Flame stand for democracy, for government of the
people, for the people and by the people.
The Red Flame contends that the people of America who ar~
today enjoying the benefits of such a form of government must
prepare to fight for the preservation of these advantages.
The Red Flame invites your unprejudiced, unbiased consider ·
ation for the case of The People versus Bolshev.ism, which will
L>e presented in these columns.
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THE R D FLAME
THE HEAD OF THE SMELLING COMMI'ITEE

Here is the way "Bill" Langer spoke to Senator Cahill in his
address at Leith last Wednesday:
"I came all the way from Bismarck to tell you, Cahill, that
you are a liar. You said I sold out to the Standard Oil company and the railroads, and you said I favored my friends and
persecuted my enemies; I defy you to find an instant where
I have favored a friend and persecuted an enemy. You know
I collected from the Standard Oil company every dollar specified and asked for in the complaint. The matter of taxation
of the railroads, against whlch I brought action and fought
the same through courts and won, was taken up in connection
with the tax commissioner, an appointee of Governor Frazier,
who recommended the acceptance o! the amount offered by
the railroad companies. You stated I did not prosecute parties
selling cigarettes; I have secured more than five hundred
convictions for the same in this state. You were a party to

attempts to defame my honor and good name is a contemptible
wretch."
CaWll mad no att mpt to d !end him l!.- hi Ids EnterprisP.
Senator Cahlll is chairman of Governor Frazier's smelling
committee.

IN A HAZARDOUS OCCUPATION
Publishing The Red Flame has been officially classed as a
hazardous occupation.
In our last issue we told our readers of the fire whlch in
January destroyed the offices of The Red Flame, with thousands
o! dollars' worth of material. No one knows how that fire
originated, and The Red Flame will not hazard a guess.
The Red Flame will state that there were seores or "comrades" here in this American Moscow who rejoiced over The
Red Flame's loss.
Now The Red Flame is located in new offices. As a reasonable
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taking away the allowance to my office at a time when I was
in the midst of enforcing the laws against transgressors, not
leaving me money enough to have briefs printed to submit to
the Supreme Court; you hid behind the constitution of the
state when in the senate chamber in an attempt to villify my
honor and integrity; you were not satisfied with that, you
attempted to reach my wife and family. If you were ignorant,
I could excuse you, but you have at least some education and
know better than to be led around like some of the others; you
are yellow, yellow clear through; you are a coward, and a
low, sneaking cur; you are •not the senator of these people
here; you are Townley's senator. I have some respect for a
highwayman, who would hold me up at the point of a revolver
in a dark alley and take my money, for money, after all, does
not amount to much, does it, Cahlll? But a man who deliberately

business caution it made application a few dayg ago to the
insurance company which formerly covered this risk for a
renewal of the policy.
The Red Flame's advance premium was returned, with the
advice from the home office of this insurance company that it
did not feel that it could afford to sell us protection.
It is apparent that the defense of Americani,sm in America
has its penalties as well as its rewards.

It is still fairly safe to judge a man by the company he keeps.
A man usually associates with those with whom he feels most
at home. When he selects for his comrades Reds of the most
radical dye, anarchists, seditionists and free lovers, we have a
right to believe that he does so because he feels in accord with
them.

•

When the Revolution Came to North Dakota
A Logical Application of Bolshevist Chronology in Russia to the Advent
of the Soviet Regime in North Dakota, as Anticipated by
DR. IVBIN KURDOVANITCH
CHAPTER 1.
May 1, 1923.
There was nothing of evil portent in the dawning of May 1,
1923.

In Bismarck citizens arose as usual, breakfasted and went
about their business.
Nine o'clock struck.
It found the streets filled with clerks, business and profes-

---<

The sun rose calmly, as it had on tens of thousands of similar
mornings, and it smiled down on prairies which apparently were
the abode of peace, prosperity and contentment.

sional men on their way to their day's task, and with children
gaily trooping along to school.
And then came chaos.
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From the vicinity of the Northern Pacific park came a ragged
rattle of musketry fire. The Stars and Stripes which had
floated from a flagstaff erected there some years before as a
memorial to., Burleigh county oldiers in the world's war fluttered to the ground like some wounded thing. In its place
there shot to the masthead a gory-hued banner whose deep red
was relieved by one sinister bar of black. From beyond the
tracks there deployed into Main street a motly crew of horsemen, some in uniforms of strange cut and color, others in hardly
less grotesque civilian garb. At their head rode a gross mountain of flesh who was recognized as a man who some years
earlier had made the public school system of his state a mockery and a disgrace. With some semblance of order this weird
cavalry, whose numbers soon were swelled to several hundred,
proceeded down Main street, firing indiscriminately as they
went at any target which caught their fancy. At Fourth they
turned north.
An aged street sweeper, a pensioner of the city, was at work
with his cart mid-way between Main and Broadway. The clatter did not reach his deaf ears until the riders, with their
elephantine leader, were almost upon them. Breaking into
a pitiful, tottering run, he made for the sidewalk. A
hugh Mongolian, asride
a little spotted pony,
with
a
devilish grin
wreathing his ugly yellow
face, calmly rode him
down, and as he fell one
sweep of a heavy sabre
severed his head from his
shoulders. As it rolled to
the pavement the grewsome spheroid, its eyelids
still twitching, vas caught
by another rider on his
bayonet and· hoisted aloft,
while a gutteral cheer
went up from the ranks.
Firing now became general. Show windows were
shattered. Business men
and their assailants who
were attracted to the
fronts of their shops by the
noise were shot down;
pedestrians who endeavO'red to flee were picked off
as they ran. There was
no s mblance of order
among the riders. Now
and then one or two blocks
away from the mass to
pursue some citizen who
had scuttled down an alley in search of safety.
At the corner of Fourth and Broadway, a feeble scrub woman,
hurrying home to her children after a night of toil, darted
across t.he street in the path of the horsemen. A tattered shawl
streamed from her as she ran. She had almost reached the
sidewalk when she fell riddled with bullets, as a volley rang out
from the advance guard. She sank in a horrible, huddled heap,
in the gutter, and as her life's blood ebbed out onto the pavement
it mingled there with milk from a shattered bottle which she
had been carrying home for her little ones' breakfast.
The horsemen rode on, merely pausing for a Mephistophclian
jest as they passed their newest victim.
Soon the stree~ was deserted, except for a single ho· seman
patrolling each block.
Behind them the riders left desolation, destruction and death.

THE REVOLUTION HAD COME TO NORTH DAKOTA.
In every town and village in North Dakota that May morning
the e scenes were repeated on a larger or smaller scale.
Nine o'clock had been the hour set for action.
Everywhere the alien mercenaries of the red revolution, long
held in check, had been loosed, and like a pack of famished
wolves they fell on their prey.
The hour for which they and their masters had so long
planned was at hand; the reign of the proletariat had come, and
they drank to their fill of the blood of the hated bourgoisie.
CHAPTER 2.
Expropriating the Bourgoisie.
For three years foresighted ones had anticipated this day.
They had seen the inevitable trend of the soviets movement
which was sweeping over the northwest, but their warnings had
gone unheeded.
Petty politics, selfish business interests, lethargy or pure laziness on the part of the majority had made the work of destruction in which the minority was engaged an easy matter. In
spite of the close connection between the Bolshevistic movement in Eastern Europe and the Communist developments in
the western hemisphere which the patriotic press of America
had repeatedly exposed, the mass of the people refused to remove the scales from their eyes. That which students of;, history recognized as pure Communism was to these self-deluded
citizens merely a farmers' movement, or a progressive expression of the solidarity of labor. Those who saw in it anything
mo.:e danO'erous were jingos who should be penned up for their
own and their country's good. Politicians who found t.he radical vote a stepping stone to their personal goal encouraged
this attitude.
Therefore it was a blind and unthinking people under whose
eyes Bolshevism had gradually fastened itself on the northwest. The people had refused to be aroused even when a state
legislature had confe1Ted on the governor power to expropriate
owners of private property at will; when this same legislature
gave the gove:rnor a standing army as large as he cared to
make it; when this same legislature provided him with an extraordinary committee through whose operations the governor
had succeeded in further intimidating opponents of his administration. Many of the opposition leaders had been 80 harrassed
that they we1 e compelled to dispose of their property under
terms which practically amounted to confiscation, and to seek
haven elsewhere.
The citizens had complacently witnessed the enactment of a
law which placed a seal upon the lips of any member of the
administration who might object to the manner in which the
st· t.e's busines was being handled, and who should feel that he
was cb1igated to the people to such ar,, extent that the shortcomings of the administration should be exposed.
Beginning with the coal mines, and then the grain elevators,
U:e flou·· mills and various food-producing agencies, the administ"ation had quietly proceeded, under one pretext or another,
with the expropriation of private property. The farmers and
smaller business men supported the administration in this undertaking. So long as their personal interests were not affected, they saw no reason why the state should not own the
coal mines, and the mills and elevators and other enterprises
in which they, the farmers and the small business men, had no
personal stake. There was some concern when the state announced its intention of taking over all of the state banks, abolishing those of which it did not approve, and making those
which su: vived mere branches of the Bank of North Dakota,
but this was confined principally to stockholders in the state
banks, and when they found they could; enlist no general support for their opposition, they tamely submitted, accepting the
greatly reduced value which the state placed upon their shares,
and agreeing t.o take their pay in bonds which the industrial
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commission authoriz d the Bank of Nort h Dakot a to issue on
the strength of the $150,000,000 in new resources which it had
acquired through the seizure of the state banks.
Veterans of the world's war who had served overseas with
National Guard units, had declined to show any great intere t
in the reor ganization of the guar d under an a<lministration
which they felt had not given them full suppor t in their struggle against European autocracy. Enlis tments had been few; no
general interest was shown, and this gave the administration an
excuse for the mustering in of a huge state constabulary. In
every town and village a company of this s t ate constabulary,
solely responsible to a state she:.iff picked by the governor,
had been quartered. It had been freely whispered about that
this constabulary was being recruited from the ranks of Industrial Workers of the World, conscientious . objectors, membe1 s
of the Commune Internationale and other opponents of the democratic form of government which America had adopted. It
was even hinted that many of the strange creatures who found
their way into the ranks of the governor's motley army had
been smuggled in from Russia, from Siberia, Manchuria and
other far-distant points where the Bolsheviki held undisputed
sway. They were an arrogant, brutal, undisciplined crew,
given to gratuitous insulting of women and to the elbowing of
citizens who disputed their monopoly of the sidewalks when
they walked abroad. They conversed in strange and gutteral
tongues; they ate strange food and drank stranger liquors, and
above their barracks there floated flags alien to American soil.
Some of these men were used to operate the coal mines,
which had been deserted by union miners when these aliens
were introduced; others were employed in less clearly defined
capacities in connection with the "state property" which the
governor had taken over. Early. in the new regime the administration had declared martial law and had suspended the writ
of habeas corpus. This had aroused the leadership of the opposition to appeal to the supreme court of the United States,
where the case had been promptly placed at the end of the
docket, to come up in the course of a year or two, after the
long array of causes in advance of the North Dakota question
had been disposed of in due order.
So it came about that
when nine o'clock struck
on the morning of May 1,
1923, much headway already had been made. in
the expropriation of the
capitalist classes and the
rearing of a proletarian
dictator hip.
HAFTER 3.
The Ueign of Terror
The striking of nine th,1.t
morning of May 1, 1923,
ushered in for North Dakota a reign of terror
which had known no parallel since the opening
hours of the Red revolution in Russia some five
years before. As though
by magic there appeared
at prominent corners in
every town and village in
the state communist manifestos, proclaiming the
dictatorship of the proletariat, the fall of the bourgeoisie, and the expropriation or private property.
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Citizens were ordered to deliver over at certain designated
stations keys to their safety deposit boxes, records of all banking transactions, with checks making over to the proletariat
state the full amount. Citizens were commanded to deliver to
other stations all food which they had "hoarded" contrary to the
"best interests of the proletariat."
Through the rural districts were posted manifestos expropriating all land holders who "exploited the labor of another for a
pr ofit." Inasmuch as every farmer in North Dakota had at
least one hired hand, and since the soviets, through their espionage system, had a complete record of all farmers so "exploiting for gain" the labor of a "comrade," this decr ee amounted to the expropriation of more than 90 per cent of all North
Dakot a farmers.
A proclamation issued by the "dictator of the proletariat"
promised at some indefinite date a popular election, in which
all members of "soldiers', workmen's and peasants' soviets"
would be permitted to vote for members of an executive committ ee, who in turn would be responsible to the "proletarian
premier." It was specifically decreed that membership in such
soviets could be obtained only through affidavits of three soldiers, workmen or peasants in good standing that the applicant
was a soldier, or a workman or a peasant earning a living
through his individual toil and not "exploiting the labor of a
comrade."
Another decree declared all personal and real property to be
a possession of the state and decreed that any member of the
capitalist or bourgeoisie class withholding from the state free
and complete use of its property should be arraigned before the
prole ariat's extr aordinm·y ccmmittee on three hours' notice
and if found guilty by such committee should be executed at
once as a counter revolutionist. Inasmuc1' as this decree provided that any member of a soldiers', workmen's or peasants'
soviets in good standing could prefer charges against any member of the capitalistic bourgeoisie class, and since no one liable
to suspicion as a counter revolutionist was permitted to testify
in behalf of one of his class whom the soviets accused, convictions and executions were plentiful during the opening hours of
the revolution. Many members of the soviets had ancient
grudges against bourgeoisie neighbors, which they promptly
proceeded to satisfy. Members of the soviets were given first
selection from a convicted and executed counter revolutionist's
former property as an additional inducement. Female members of the r evolutionist's family we4e promptly made property
of the sta:e, subject to the provisions of another decree which
appeared dUl'ing the day, nnd which was almost an exact duplicate of the fam cus Sa~·atov decree, nationalizing the women of
1~us ia in 1918.
It was c!ecreed that the homes of su~pected counter 1·evoluti onists be promptly se arched for firea1·ms, ammunitio71 and
capitalistic litcratUl'c. This was a signal fo r a wholesale raid
upon the homes of the wealthier classe.,, and in every instance
the searchers made certain of finding vrhat was sought. 'Count er revolutionists" who 1esisted search were shot on the spot,
and their families were dragged from the bodies of their loved
ones to be thro,vn in' o the soviets stockade, while the Red
t10ops bok possession of their hemes.
Squads frcm the REd ar my v,e:!:e detailed early in the morning
to take possession of all the shops and stores which the administration had previously confiscated. State banks already were
in the hands of the prcle ariat, leaving only the national banks
to be seized. Hotels were taken ove:r, guests routed out, and
the 1 ooms were turned into barracks for the red soldiers.
One of the fo st acts of the red army in each town had been
to round up the school children as they reported for their morning classes, to be marched away to "schools" in the country
which the proletariat had selected for them, there to be "educated" as wards of tlie state. "Capitalistic" text books were
used to kindle bonfires in which desks and other equipment
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tom from the class rooms were burned, and the buildings were
turned over to the red army, whose ranks were being constantly
swelled by the arrival of wobblies and fellow revolutionists
with which the farms had been populated in anticipation of the
revolution. It was afterwards estimated that the red army, believed to number not more than 25,000 men when May 1, 1923,
dawned, had grown to 100,000 armed, drunken, swaggering bullies before nightfall.

CHAPTER 4.
North Dakota's "Red Night"
The coming of dusk ushered in North Dakota's "Red Night."
Inflamed by vile liquon'.1 which had mysteriously made their

appearance from some source, to which had been added stores of
alcohol confiscated from the drug stores, extracts and patent
medicines and other concoctions which had been seized in the
day's raiding; their appetites whetted by the blood which already had been spilled, the red army, intolerant of any discipline, poured forth in an orgy of rapine and murder.
Cold type cannot reproduce the horrors of that night; they
surpass imagination or description. None who survived that

time of terror can ever erase fr om their memory its terrible
scenes. Maddened, half-civilized brutes, long held in leash
awaiting this day, were turned loose upon paralyzed, helpless
communities. Yellow men and black, imported because they
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had proven past masters in the art of terrorism in ravished
Russia, reached new pinnacles of debauchery in that Red Night.
One of the few Christian ministers who survived that night,
a well known Grand Forks clergyman who escaped across the
river into Minnesot a and thence to Canada, writing from Winnipeg of The Terror, said :
"Bands of Bolshevists seized women and girls and carried
them off into the river bottoms for their own purposes. Women
used in this way were found in the morning either dead or in a
dying condition. Those found still alive were shot. One of the
most awful of my own personal experiences of the New Civilization was hearing at night from my bedroom windows the

frantic shrieks of women being done to death in the commons
opposite. Screams of shrill terror and despair repeated at intervals until they became nothing but hoarse cries of agony
like the death calls of a dying animal! This happened not once
or twice but many times ******.
"It is repeatedly said 'Bolshevism is solely concerned with
economics-it has nothing to do with religion.' This is absolutely untrue. The horrors of heathen Rome and the episodes
of the Coliseum have beerl brilliantly imitated and excelled by
the Reds.
"The first objective of Bolshevism is the complete elimination
of every form of Christianity from the world and the substitution of a world-wide atheism. The ideals of Christianity are
diametrically opposed to the brutal practices of Bolshevism;
therefore Christianity is recognized as its most dangerous foe,
and is treated accordingly.
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"The long list of Christians martyred at the hands of the
Bolshevists has grown to a volume of names. The saintly
Bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . found death only through an agony of refined tor ture. He was reduced to a dying condition and then
drowned in the Red river. Priests were tortured in every fiendish cruelty and then done to death.
"Clergy were tortured and murdered in hundreds; churches
were desecrated and turned into cinema halls and drinking saloons; the Blessed Sacrament seized, insulted and stamped under foot. It was made a crime for men of the red army to
participat e in Christ ian worship."

Nothing could have been more disgraceful than the so-called
"examinations" conducted by the soviets' extraordinary committee and its agents at "torture houses" in all of the principal
cities. A "suspect," torn from his bed in the middle of the
night, attired in his night clothes, would be dragged to the principal room of the torture house. Perhaps six or eight of the
''chresvechayna," an appellation which the red committees had
borrowed from their soviet comrades of Kiev, would be ranged
at one side of a long, board table; not infrequently some of the
inquisitors were intoxicated and others under the influence of
drugs; another, perhaps, had with him some red "sister" who
had won his passing fancy, and whom he fondled as the "trial"
progressed. Frequently "suspects" were freed; sometimes they
were tortured; not infrequently they were taken to a nearby
stable or garage and summarily executed. Once within the
portals of one of these torture houses there was nothing that
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a "suspect" could do but pray. None could guess hi fate,
which depended entirely on the temporary whim of the red murderers.
An incident of the Night of Terror at Grand Forks contributed
largely to the paralysis of fear which gripped that city for
weeks thereafter. Among the beloved members of the faculty
of the University of North Dakota was one so popular with
En·eryone that the soviets when they seized the educational
system of the state had not dared remove him. The city and
state were proud of Dr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . He was old, he loved
his city and his state, and he did not, like many other members
of the faculty not certain of their favor with the soviets, flee

was there, including a woman of the underworld who had
gained high standing among the reds by befriending Industrial
Workers of the World and other radicals who got into trouble
with the authorities in the day when civil law still reigned.
Bedecked with vulgar jewelry and reaking with cheap perfume,
she demanded the amusement of examining the doctor, a boon
which was promptly granted. In spite of this insult to his dignity and manhood, Dr ............. proceeded to answer as best
he could the silly questions put to him by the prostitute. Finally
there was a moment's hesitation in making his reply. Infuriated, the woman of the underworld seized a revolver which lay
in front of her and sent a bullet through Dr. . ........ 's heart.

across the river to Minnesota, where lay temporary safety. He
was a man temperate in his judgment; he placed reliance in the
reports spread during the day that it was not the intention of
the proletariat in North Dakota to follow the example of Lenine
and Trotzky in Russia and exterminate the intellectuals.
During the day Dr ................ 's home was "searched,"
and his splendid private library was destroyed, but he underwent nQ further indignities at the time. But when the night
was well spent there came a rap at his door and Dr......... .
answered, to find standing there a young man who had been an
active advocate of Bolshevism during his student days, three
years before, and who had then preferred charges against Dr.
............ because the young Bolshevist resented the faculty's
refusal to expel certain fellow students who had made life unpleasant for him.
Dr............. was summoned to appear before the chresvechayna. He insisted upon taking time to dress, which further
angered the Bolshevist agent. When they arrived at the torture house it was 2 o'clock in the morning. The usual gathering

Details of the murder were made known by the reds the following day as an example to others who might fail to yield ready
obedience to the extraordinary committee. The doctor's widow
was permitted to reclaim his body upon the payment of a fine
of $1,000.
One of the favorite methods of torture adopted by another
chresvechayna was confinement in a coffin with the corpses of
persons whom the suspect had seen die only a few moments before. The Bismarck chresvechayna, which exceeded all others
in cruelty, sat in a house at the edge of the city which had
been used as a pest house. Behind it was a garden in which in
ti shallow pit not five feet deep were found the bodies of 124
persons who were murdered during that one night. Many of
the bodies were mutilated by having pieces of skin in the shape
of epaulets cut from their shoulders an4 strips cut from the
thighs in imitation of the stripes on an officer's trousers.
DurinQ' the night 3,000 ex-service men were shot in various
towns of North Dakota because they had defended their country
in the world's war and upon their return had been active in
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opposition to Bolshevism. It was discovered that the soviets
had provided themselves, through their espionage system, with
a complete record of all members of the American Legion who
had shown any vigorous distaste for Communism, and all of
these men were in time arraigned before the extraordinary committee of five or some of its agents.
Medical men in most instances were spared. The reason for
this soon became apparent. The vast majority of the men of
the red armies and their leaders were suffering from venereal
diseases in advanced stages; others were addicted to the use of
drugs, which they were personally incapable of identifying or
preparing, and which they required the medical men to produce.
CHAPTER 5.
The Tiger, the Jackall and the Toad.
The nerve center of the convulsions which shook North Dakota that night was found in the luxurious personal quarters
of The Tiger, proletarian dictator, in the leading hostelry of the
soviet capital. The Tiger, a satisfied smile on his cold, thin
lips, paced back and forth over the thick, deep rugs, as his confederate, The J ackall, reported on the day's successes. Outside,
hopping about the door which had been slammed in his face, was
The Toad, one-time commander of all this luxury, now submitting with such grace as he could muster, to the tyranny of his
master.
"Well, sire," sneered The Jackall, "the 'people'" (accentuatmg the term in such a manner as to bring a responsive chuckle
from his master) "are in the saddle; the proletarian dictatorship
is assured; the reign of Big Business is ended, and these poor
boobs at last have what they've been fighting for and paying
for."
"Yes," replied The Tiger, "they have-or they think they
have, which is the same thing. As a matter of fact, with these
100,000 choice devils which we've gathered in from the ends of
the earth, the state and everything and everybody in it are ours,
to do just as we please with."
"That is," suggested
The Jackall, as the uproar fron1 the street
swept in from the window with unusual volume, "if there's anything left when morning comes. Our Bully
Boys
are
certainly
raising H
with
the D
d 'Borswazzy.' "
"We couldn't stop
them if we wanted to
now," said The Tiger,
closing the off ending
window. "Anyway, the
men have this coming
to them. They stood
for the dirty end of it
for a long while when
we had to keep them
under cover. They're
entitled to a holiday,
even if it does spoil a
few of the fair daughters of our best families, D---n them.
"Besides," he continued, "a lot of this stuff
is necessary at first.
We've got to scare the
fight out of these peo-
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ple before we can be sure that they'll tay pu~. Just now
we've got all the fighting men and the guns and ammunition,
and while we're safe on top the heap we've got to shove this
down their throats and make them like it. We don't want
to leave enough guts in this whole state to even start talk
of a counter revolution.
"As for the women, there's plenty of them where our men
came from. You know that part of our agreement with the
Chinese soviets was to wipe out this d--n race foolishness and
to make a market over here for their surplus women, of which
they've still got a heap. We'll breed a new race of pale, lemoncc,lored proletarians; we'll catch 'em young, train out of them
any foolishness about Jesus Christ and church tommy-rot they
may inherit from their fathers, and when they grow up we'll
have a race of real men and women, not afraid of God or the
Devil. We can spare some of these milk and water women;
the boys have to have their fun, and we've got a big supply of
females to draw on if the present lot gives out."
"LeRoy to see you sire," interrupted The Toad, who had arrogated to himself the post of doorkeeper, as he timidly poked his
head inside the partly opened door.
"Show the d--n fool in," growled The Tiger. 'Now what
in h--1 can he want?"
LeRoy was of the material upon which the Soviets had built
its strength. Weak, vain, conceited, with a smattering of education thinly spread over a dense mass of egotism, he had been
one of the first men whom the soviets elevated to the legislature, and there none had been more diligent than he in doing
his master's bidding. Priding himself upon his family, his
standing in the community and his religion, he had been the
very sort of weak tool from which The Tiger, when it was incumbent upon him to show some apparent regard for decency,
had extracted the most valuable service. He was not of the
kind which The Tiger needed, now, however, and as he minced
into the room his reception was anything but cordial.
"Well, spit it out," The Tiger shot at him before he was barely across the threshold.
LeRoy hesitated and fumbled with his hat. Then he blurted
out:
"Isn't this thing going too far, sire? Won't it give the opposition a chance to spread more 'kept press' lies about us?
Don't you think you ought to call our men off, or see that they
Rhow a little more discretion,? I really don't like this sort of
thing; I don't think my church will like it."
"Opposition, h--1!" shouted The Tiger. "There ain't none.
And there ain't no kept press. The counter revolutionary sheets
are through, and so are their d - - d editors, or they will be
before morning. As for you and your d - d church the sooner you for get your squeamishness the better it will be for you.
You're too soft, LeRoy-you've d--n near outlived your usefulness. I'm not feeling very good tonight, and I'd advise you
to get out of my sight and stay out until I send for you and
ask for your d---d molly-coddle advice. Now, BEAT IT."
Struggling with indignation and alarm, but with the latter in
the ascendancy, LeRoy obeyed orders, and his diminuitive form
fairly shot out the door, where The Toad, whose ear had been
glued to a keyhole, during the interview, added to his confusion
by calmly spitting at him. LeRoy had his revenge on The Toad
a moment later, when a huge Russian, bearing one of the
state's expropriated women under his arm, brushed The Toad out
of his way with a vigorous kick from one of his heavy, spurred
boots. The Toad cowered where he fell until his assailant had
passed out of sight down the corridor. The expression on his
face would have been balm to LeRoy's bruises had he been
there to behold it.
(To be Continued)
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MADAME SIGNE LUND
Introducing Madame figne Lund-Skabo-Robart!
Madame Lund, as she shall be called to be brief, and because
North Dakota Reds know her best by this name, was imported
in the same shipment which brought Dr. Charles Emil Stangel&nd.
They both hove to during the regular session of the sixteenth
assembly, when Walter Thomas Mills was practicing nightly at
F:d. Patterson's hall; when Kate Richards O'Hare, of brood-sow
motherhood fame, was stopping at Ed. Patterson's hotel and
hob-nobbing with high and mighty leaguers and spending an
hour or two now and then closeted with Governor Frazier, in
his private executive offices at the capitol, while awaiting transportation to Jefferson prison, in Missouri, where the nation
whose confidence she had abused found it necessary to house
her.
Much was made of the
Stangeland-Lund
combination by the reds of the
inner world. Then Madame Lund went out over
the state lecturing to
North Dakota womanhood; later
she
was
transferred for a bit to
Washington
state, but
only a little while after
that we find her teaching
the boys and girls of
Mayville normal their dori-mi's, for, among other
things, Madame Lund is
a musician.
Her most
important duty there appears to have been the
circulation of petitions
for the release of Red
...__ _ _ _ _.;;;....;;;...;;._ _..;..;;._..,;;;;;:.;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;.i Flag Kate,
who didn't
like her task of making
MADAME SIGNE LUND
shirts down at Jefferson,
where there were none to applaud, in which laudable enterprise
Madame Signe showed herself tho oughly in accord with Lynn
J. Frazier. Between shifts she read fellow members of the
faculty at Mayville interesting letters from Red Flag Kate, who
did not allow her interest in North Dakota to weaken.
Someone was unkind enough to peach on Signe, and she was
forced by public opinion to pack Kate's letters into her reticule
and beat it. She promptly alighted in Gary, where a strike
was in progress, and where she felt the field was almost as
fertile as in North Dakota, and here it is presumed she found
profitable and agreeable occupation with the interpretation of
Red Flag Kate's peculiar views on American motherhood and
the value of soldier dead as fertilizer. Quite recently Madame
Signe is said to have been seen in conference at the Morrison
hotel in Chicago with President A. C. Townley, Bishop William
Lemke, Comrade Walter Thomas Mills and others, who were
there helping the new Labor party kick up a little trouble.
Thus it may be seen that while Madame Lund is gone, temporarily, sh~ is not even momentarily forgotten.
Madame Signe Lund-Skabo-Robart was born in Norway about
52 years ago. She inherited marked musical talent, which her
parents' means enabled her to develop. She studied in Germany under Wilhelm Berger, and at an early age married her
first husband, a Dr. Skabo, apparently a reputable practicing
physician in Christiania, whom she bore three children before
divorcing him to set out upon a concert tour of Europe.

A few years later she met and married George Robart of
Chicago, Ill., but apparently found little happiness in the union,
and after a short period, most of which was spent in Europe,
she procured her second divorce.
Madame Lund is said to be a woman of most liberal, if not
radical views. She is a talented linguist, capable of eloquently
expounding in German, French, Norwegian and English any
opinions which she may entertain.
She is typical of the more intelligent of the international
agitators which the Nonpartisan league leaders have enlisted in
their cause. She is one of the many connecting links between
old world radicalism and the new, just as Kate Richards O'Hare,
former associate of Nikolai Lenine, is a link which connects
the Bolshevist movement in the Northwest with the Soviets of
Russia.

THE FAILURE OF BOLSHEVISM.
Lenine coming into power, wrote into the constitution a
new crime. He declared all opposition to the bolshevik
program a crime. On this high moral ground he struck
down freedom of speech, freedom of opinion and freedom of
the press.
In the language of a great radical, the time will come
when the silence of the people of Russia will be more powerful than the voices throttled by the bolshevik gag today.
The bolshevik government seized industry; the working
men took over the factories. It wa part of the plan of
communism. The promise was that the socialization of industry would increa e production and free the workers
from exploitation. The owners and managers were driven
from the plants. The e men were of the bourgeoisie class.
They had no place in the new scheme of things. They were
"tainted" with success. They had intelligently and efficiently built up their industries. This was enough. The
bolshevik government denied them citizenship and drove
them from the enterprises they had built.
Labor and Capital should be a partnership. The two are
like the blades of a scissors; separate and apart they are
meaningless and valueless. Joined together, functioning
harmoniously, they are useful and necessary to the world.
This partnership idea must be put into practice.
The
product of the partnership must be more fairly divided.
There is no gainsaying the fact that distribution has been
entirely in the hands of the employers, and they have been
selfish, and the worker& have suffered.
As President
Masayrik put it to nie one day: "Here we have a pile of
gold and a few people in po c ion of it, wasting it to
their own injury and to the detriment of the world, while
over here we have the many living in wretchedness and
fear." Everywhere in Europe I found progressive public
men and forward-looking men of big business admitting
that the working man has not had a square deal.
Two years' experience with communism in Russia proves
that the experiment is a (ailure. It disorganized life, demoralized people and diminished production. Instead of
curing poverty, it made poverty universal. Instead of removing the spots of cancer-Poverty-from the body of civilization, communism is causing decreased production, is
making the entire social body a cancer.
From "Problems Facing a Stricken World," by Frank Comerford.

KATE O'HARE AND LENINE
Kate Richads O'Hare i now serving a sentence at Jefferson,
M., for violation of the espionage act but she was an as ociaie
of Nicolas Lenine in the International Bureau, the peoples House.
in Brussells before the war, in 1914.
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BOUND VOLUME OF THE RED FLAME
A bound volume of The Red' Flame. including the first ix numbers, a complete library in itself of the Soviet movement in the orthwe t, containing more conden ed and accurate information concerning Townleyi m than can be obtained from any other ource, in any form, will soon be made available to a limited number of purcha er .
The Red Flame ha a small number of back copies of each i ue. In respon e to many requests and suggestiOllB,
the first six numbers, November to April, inclusive, will be substantially bound in cloth, making a handsome volume of
240 pages, with more than 200 cartoons, and these bound volumes will be sold, as long as orders can be filled, at 2.25
the copy.
As a1 ready reference work on Townleyi.sm; as a source of answers to questions which constantly are arising concerning the N onpartisan league, no more valuable publication can be conceived. Orders will be received now, to be
accompanied by draft, money order or certified check, for $2 .25, and requests will be filled in the order they come.
Address The Red Flame, Bismarck. Prepaid delivery of volume as described or refund of money is guaranteed by
The Red Flame Publishing Co., Inc.

Loo,~·,-1HE
THAT

Go~T
CAN'T

e:,e:- GOT"\

EOUCA TION A LA LENINE
Dr. T. E . Kane has 'been president of the University of North
Dakota for t wo years or thereabouts. Before coming to North
Dakota Dr. Kane had been president of the University of Idaho
and later of Olivet college, a well known sectarian institution
in Michigan. He enjoyed an excellent reputation as an educator.
The board of regents of that day_, headed by the same Rev.
Mr. George A. Totten who now rules the state board of administration, had originally wanted Frederick C. Howe for this
place. Why Mr. Totten wanted Mr. Howe became apparent
recently in Mr. Howe's activities in behalf of alien Bolshevists
and seditionists who were placed in his custody at Ellis island
pending deportation. It was Emma Goldman, we believed, who
addressed Mr. Howe as "My Dear Fred.''
But for some reason Comrade Howe couldn't or wouldn't
accept the place, so a questionnaire was sent to other educators

under consideration. Flatly they were asked whether if made
president of the University of North Dakota they would support
Townleyism and preach such brand of Bolshevism as Mr. Townley might request them to preach. Dr. Kane's reply appears
to have been non-committal, but satisfact ory to Rev. Totten and
his League associates, for he got the job.
Coming under such auspices as he did, North Dakota did not
expect a great deal from Mr. Kane. They felt that the University had sunken as an educational institution to the same
level as the North Dakota colleg~ of agriculture, presided over
by a man who has from the dawn of the Bolshevist era been a
feeble echo of Townley. But North Dakota was rather agreeably
surprised, for there were no immediate radical changes in the
university faculty or curriculum. The degree of Doctor was not
conferred upon A. C. Townley, as the public might reasonably
have expected. The chairs were not at once filled with longhaired men and short-haired women of the Max Eastman and
Emma Goldman type.
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A TIME FOR UNITY AND COHESION
When sensible men march to war they march in solid
phalanxes, not in divided ranks, in squads or as disordered
stragglers.
Centuries of experience have taught civilized man that in
this way battles are won.
It has been through mass formation that the Nonpartisan league, although in the minority by 20,000 so far as
voting strength is concerned, has won a series of notable
victories in North Dakota.

,vould attract to it all the elements of discord and destruction
which are now merely awaiting a sign; the Northwest would
become a hotbed of Bolshevism and Communism, a slough of
despond infested with the malaria of ignorant despotism, in
whose miasmatic atmospher e no God-fearing, liberty-loving man
could exist.
North Dakotans who believe in Americanism and abhor
Townleyism must point the way. They can best do that by
surrendering al\ partisanship, as Townley has induced his followers to do; by never questioning as they take their places in
the ranks of North Dakota's home defenders whether the com-
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Today the league is no longer gaining; it is not even holding
its own, but, weakened as it is, the league will win again at the
primaries in June and at the general elections next November,
if its enern/ies cling to their old tactics, divide forces, and dissipate their energies.
In every state in the Northwest which is menaced by TownlE::-yism ther~ is some one organization, some supreme command
tn which the forces opposed to Bolshevism can rally. In North
Dakota such an organization is the Independent Voters' association, which already has won ba~k from Townleyism county
after county in the Red river valley, and which, wit h united
support, can become a powerful factor in the redemption of
the entire state.
The Red Flame cannot too strongly urge its friends and
readers to line up NOW, without another day's delay, with
the organization which in their state represents law and
order, morality, decency and love for God, state and home.
The battle must be fought and won in North Dakota, in Montana, in Washington, Idaho, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas
and Colorado this year, for another victory for the league

rade standing shoulder to shoulder with them is a democrat or
a republican; by forgetting personal grudges and private
grouches, AND, ABOVE ALL ELSE, BY ELIMINATING
FROM THEIR HEARTS AND SOULS THE TAINT OF SELFISHNESS AND JEALOUSY.
If there's a man in this whole Northwest who is so small,
so mean, so grasping, so self-centered, so short-sig'hted,
so damnably conceited that he·· will pause for one moment
to set his own personal interests, political, commercial,
professional or otherwise, above those of his state and his
.country, a traitor's grave is too holy a haven for him.
North Dakota must learn this lesson!
We have just wiinessed the sorry sight of two republican
state conventions, each actuated by jealousy and selfishness,
each magnifying personal grudges and grouches and private
ambitions, AND GIVING VERY LITTLE IF ANY THOUGHT
TO THE SALVATION OF THE STATE.
The Red Flame will not attempt to condemn either singly.
Each was childish, uncalled for and unnecessary. Neither
served any good purpose, or accomplished any important result
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except to kindle hope anew in the heart of A. C. Townley and
hi~ red cohorts.
The Red Flame believes the men responsible for these two
blunders now recognize their mistake. We hope they are penit1::nt enough and humble enough to admit them. If they have
reached this stage, the time is ripe for them to join forces under the banners of the Independent Voters' association, where
we are confident thaf the loyal, patriotic Democrats of North
Dakot a, in whose ranks there has been no such foolish division,
st and ready to meet them more than half way.
There are but two classes of democrats in North Dakota
-the real American democrats, and the socialists who use
the party name for a camouflage.

We have, unfortunately, three cla ses of Republicans--the
Gunder Olson Republicans, and the Young-Twichell-Bacon Republicans,
th 100 per cent American, but unfortunately divided; and, standing solidly shoulder to shoulder, united to a man,
we have the so-called Townley Republicans, real Republicans
some of the rank and file of them may be, but looking upon
the world today through red-lensed glasses furnished by A. C.
Townley and his crafty spell-binders.
In the one camp there are 60,000 real Americans, divided
somewhere near the middle, so that they are only fifty or
sixty per cent efficient. In the other there are the Townleyites, united, fighting with their backs to the wall, thinking and acting with a single mind.
One need not profess any great wisdom or conjuring powers
to foresee the end, if this condition is permitted to continue until primary election day.
IT CANNOT, IT MUST NOT CONTINUE!
There must be enough unselfish, red-blooded Americans in
North Dakota to whip into line the selfish, the self-seeking and
the deluded, or, failing in this, TO DRUM THEM OUT OF
CAMP.
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IIIGIIER EDUCATIO
"Higher'' education in North Dakota, writes a Minot student
attending the state university, has come to mean an hour or two
or more each day of free love, of abuse of the defunct institution known as marriage, of glorification of indiscriminate
prostitution. Marriages, the youths of our land are informed,
have proven a failure. Natural selection, frequent change, and
a promiscuous breeding are to be the new order, we are told.
Christianity and religion are as obsolete as marriage and family life. It really isn't done in Boland, you know. The new
America is sung with the opening stanza beginning:
"Our country, tis of thee,

Sweet land of love made free."
And they're passing the hat to build a istatute of Trotzky for
one end of the campus, and a monument to Lenine at the
other, with a heroic figure of Ellen Key in between.
TAKING UP THE TORCH
Be it resolved by the Edward B. Cutter Post, No. 102, of the
American Legion, Anoka, Minnesota, that a feeling of deep and
most heartfelt sympathy be and is hereby extended to the families of our comrades of Centralia, Washington, in this their hour
of sad bereavement with the hope that they may find some consolation in the knowledge that the cowardly murder of their
loved ones has served for the murderers no other purpose than
to kindle and fire in the breasts of all true Americans a determination to see that the assassins are brought to the bar of
justice, there to be meted speedy and adequate punishment and
that the organization whose poisonous teachings are responsible
for the presence in our midst of such sneaking, cowardly vermin
shall be overwhelmed and driven from our land by the spirit and
action of true Americanism.
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Federal Troops Guard Court Room Where I. W.W. Murderers are Tried
MOJ. TE ANO, WASH.Under the prot ction of federal troop , demanded by the
state' attorney to guard the court, is officers and witnes
fo?'
the state from the three t of the Red who are :flocking to Monte ano, ,va h., the trial of the ten I. w. W.'s charged with the
cowardly m u r d e r of
f o u r American legion
members as they marchd in the Armi tice day
parade at
entralia.
Wash., i
lowly pro
ceeding.
Provided with A.
wealth of money from
the defense fund of Red
organization in Amer
ica and perhap from
the coffers of Lenin.
himself, the Wobblies
are fighting tubbornly
and defiantly, takin~
• advantage of every tech·
nicality w h i c h m a y
s a v e t h e i r comrad c:i
from paying the full
p nalty for their crimf'.
When n o t h i n g e 1 s e
would serve th re cam"
t:qe threat of physical
violence which prompt·
JUDGE JOHN WILSON
ed the state's attorney's
call for federal troops.
That a conspiracy to
kill the American soldiers existed ; that the meeting from which
the fatal shots were fired bad been carefully plannd, and that
they had prepared barricades from which they rained thei., ·
deadly bail of lead and steel on the defenseless Legiohaires, as
they stood in close
ranks, without proteC'·
tion, in the l•pen street.
,is the case which the
S t a t e of W a hingto11
makes again t tbie ten
I n d u s t r i a l Workers
who a.re held a prin,·ipal in this hocking
rime.
v e r s a veterans
who were in line that
day have testified that
the firing sounded likt'
a ma.chine-gun volley
Th e y estimated the
number of shots at
from 50 to 75. In build·
ings surrounding the I
W. W. hall, from whose
refuge the murderers
fired, sixteen b u 11 e t s
were found imbedded
Four Legion men were
HERMAN ALLEN
killed, and four wer('
P r osecuting Attorney, Lewis County s er i o u s l y injured;
scores of other bullet$
went wild. On Seminary hill, 1134 :feet from the position held by the parade when
the attack was made. 23 empty shell were found. This hill.

Lo~ n Robert , young st ot. the accu d, ha t ice te tified, was
occupi d by thr I. W. W. riflemen, picked tor th.is duty because
they were exp rt marksmen.
The only def.en e offered by the I. W. W. is that their hall
was attacked first. This
same argument appear·
ed simultaneously in
every Red newspaper
organ in the country
Scores of oldiers and
women Red Cross workers have sworn under
oath that there had
been no attack; that
the I. w. w. openeo
fire w i th o u t warning
and wthout provocatiou
of any kind from the
American legion men.
Roberts has testified
that rifles were stored
jn the hall several day
in advance of the Arm
istioo day m u rd er s.
Witnesse tor the statf>
have po itively identified everal of the de·
t.endants who we~ een
1n the act of fl.ring upon
Special Prosecuting Attorney
the ex-service men. All
W. H. ABEL
ot. the witnesses tor the
defense have been I. W.
W.'s or men and women in sympathy with them, it appears. TW{l
of the defense's trump cards were a man and woman who keep a
hotel frequented by Wobblies and who own the hall which thi
Wobhlies make their headquarters.
The e hotel - keepers
have sworn that Eu·
gene Barnette, one of
the I. W. W.'s who was
seen firing from the
Avalon hotel, was at
th time in their place.
the Roderick hotel, a
half-block di. tant. Thi
tic timony is r fu ted by
a half-doz n legion m n
and by such competen:
witnes. ·es a
larence
Briffitt, superintendent
of schools at Centralia.
who saw Barnett leave
the Avalon hotel by an
alley exit, with a smoking rifle in his hand.
immediately after the
shooting, and by a number of prominent young
women of Centralia,
who had gathered to
C. D. CUNNINGHAM
watch the parade, and
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
who recognized Barnett
as he fired :from a win·
dow of the Avalon hote~
and who havie ince positively identified him.
Quite characteristically, Vandeveer, the I. W. W. attorney,
is seeking to make the trial another Mooney case. He has re·
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peatedly ndeavored to inj •t the labor 1 su . Hi all a U011
that w. II.. Ab 1, on ot the p cial pro· cu tor empl yed by
th county, had b en n aged to conduct "a private pr
ution
for the lumber incidents
re ulted in Vandeveer's
b ing branded in open
court a a liar.
'ix revolvers and five
rifle which are said to
have played their pa.rt
in killing defenseless
y o u n g m e n who had
fought for their country
over ea have' been introduced in evidence.
T h'e Winchester rifle
with which Service Man
Grimm was lain was
found behind a signboa rcl, a half-mile frorr.
the I. W. W. hall, and
the state has submitted
proof to show that it
was u ed by James McInerney, one of the de
fendants.
The defense admit...
that O. C. Bland ant!
I. W. W. Murder Suspect Attorney
.John Lamb, two of the
GEO. T. VANDERVEER
pri oners, occupied a
front room at the
Arnold hotel, with a revolver and a rifle the af moon of th
shooting.
Bert l!"aulkner, aged 24. on of the elev n defendant , was
released by .Judge John M. Wil on on the compl tion of the
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·tat '
as on th ground of in uffici nt evidenc . Similar
motion mad by Vandev er, r f rred to as "the high prie t
and po of the I. W. W. organization" were d ni d by the court.
f the r maining ten defendant , eight, the state claim to have
pro f, w re armed. One of the unarmed Wobbli was caught
in the hall after the hooting, and, W bbly Roberts te tifted.
"wa willing to u ea gun." The other is Elmer Smith, a Wobbly
attorney, who ha admitted that he wa in the I. W. W. hall an
hour before the s~ooting. One witne s said that Smith asked
the I. W. W. secretary if he had enough men, and that during
their conversation the secretary pointed to the hotels from
which shooting was done later. When arrested at his office Smith
drew a gun.
On the trial jury are six laboring men, five farmers and a
relator. None -0f the farmer juror is rated as a "capitalist.'!
All men with strong prejudices again t the I. W. W. were
barred from serving on the jury.
The Armistice day murders were carried out with truely
Bolshevistic brutality and disregard for human life. Scores or
women and children were placed in jeopardy. Only a few feet
from the spot where Arthur McElfresh, hot through the head.
<lrom d d,e ad, were two automobiles filled with women Rell
Cross workers and their children. Half a block up the street
where Warren Grimm :fell, a bullet of the same calibre lodged
in a sedan within a few inches of a six-years-old boy, whose
only possible offense could have been that he wa a member of
the burgeoi ie.
Wesley Everett, the Wobbly whom the infuriated citizens or
entralia lynched, fl.red point-blank at a woman, who e dress
le v wa pierc d by the bullet. Ev rett th n :hot and killed
al Hubbard, a
ldi r who pur ·u cl him after his cowardly
attack upon a woman.
Thu Am rica's first communist upri ing may be ai<.I to have
be n conducted along line trictly according to Lenin.

COURT ROOM WHERE TRIAL IS BEING HELD
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"REV."

EORGE

.TOTTEN

The Very Rev. George A. Totten was pastor of a little Congregational church in Bowman, a community in southwe t rn North
Dakota which i not hyper- en. itive, but which wa o shocke•l
by thi reverend gentleman's pulpit oratory that he didn't la~t
long as a preacher. Then
:,v..::::• he undertook to publsh a
f: paper and he got in so
deep that he was finally
·'. forced to leave the community and to dispose of
all newspaper interests
in Bowman. Then Reverend George Totten went
to Richland county, where
he appears to .have repeated this performance
to some extent. His adventures and experiments
naturally attracted the attention of A. C. Townley,
head of the Northwestern
Soviets, and Mr. Totten
was furnished a job with
the league, at a much better salary than he made
as a preacher or publisher. The reverend sir was
· also made a member of
the tate board of regents,
and wh n the
ovi t .
took o r the public school ystem, RJeverend Tott n wa.
placed at its head.
One of his first acts was to name N.eil
c. Macdonald, a man whose administration of school affairs
the people had :repudiated, educational director gen~ra!, an l
to place Charles Emil Stangeland, an imported ~ociali~t, at
the head of a library survey which resulted immedmtey m. t~e
purchase of practically every book on free, ~ove, a~the1sm,
anarchism criminal syndicalism and Bolshevism which the
largest so~ialist publishing house in America h~s in ~ts <:atalog.
Reverend Totten when the library was under mvestigahon de
clared he approved of Mr. Stangeland's action, and that if Mr.
Stangeland went Reverend Totten went. Stanpeland did gv,
but Totten stayed. In staying he retained the youilg woman
recommended oy Dr. Charles A. Beard, friend of I. W. W.'s awl
oon cientious objectors and lecturer at the Rand School of Socialism, to be secretary of the North Dakota public libray commi;~sion. This young woman appears to reflect the views of the
Reverend Mr. Totten and to get along very ni ely with him.
When club women of North Dakota write into the state librar.v
for work on "Motherhood" this young woman sends them
something by Ellen Key, who regret mothehood as an incident
unless it is an accident, in which latter ca e, if it is the re uit
of a clandestine love affair, it is glorified, whereas lawful wed
lock is abhorred as "spiritually immoral." The Reverend Mr.
Totten's name was dropped from the roll of the •'ministerial
members" of the Southwestern Congregational association, by
resolutions adopted at Bowman March 19, 1919, because of "the
belief and whole attitude of Reverend George A. Totten towaril
the work of our Congregational churches."

M\

Freedom ot. speech and of the press for Reds only seems to t<'
the interpretation which the Townley soviets government of
North Dakota places on the state and federal constitutions.
Now that the Allies have declined to shake the bloody hands
of Lenin and Trotzky, we may expect the American Commune to
declare war on the allies.

The U. S. Sisal Trust and
The Bank of ort.h Dakota
Being an E "PO ition Which l\lay Explain One of the
Reasons Stock Selling Has Been Made Easy
If you had all of your money and your whole future tied
up in a little country bank of North Dakota, and if all the
public funds of your town and school district and township
and county had been taken out of your bank and turned over
to a central st~te bank which had been given full control of
seventeen millions of the people's money, and if it was entirely
up to the manager of this central bank whether any of this
money was redeposited with your bank or handed over to your
competitor across the street, and if the manager of this central
bank came to you with a little proposition of his own and
suggested that he'd be ever so much obliged if you could see
your way to biting off a block of the stock he had to sell, would
you bite?

* * * • •
The Red Flame has on its desk a copy of a four-page circular
about 21h feet long and one foot broad which is put out by the
United States Sisal Trust, which advertises that it has a million
in capital, home office at Miami, Fla., a plantation of 22,400
acres at Florida City, Fla., and general offices in the First
National-Soo Line building, Minneapolis, Minn.
One whole page is devoted to "Officers and Prominent Shareholders of the United States Sisal Trust."
Heading the list is none other than Mr. J. R. Waters, PRESIDENT, "Manager Bank of North Dakota, Capital $2,000,000."
Then there are two columns devoted to the names of North
Dakota state bankers who are "prominent shareholders."
The Red Flame hasn't space for the whole list, but just to
mention a few, there are:
HAROLD INGVALDSON, Fessenden, N. D., cashier of the
First National bank of Fessenden; president Farmers' State
bank, Cathay, N. D.; vice president of state banks at Deering,
Lucca, Heimdal, Bremen, Boswick, Berwick and Maddock, N. D.
JOURGAN OLSON, Minot, N. D., president of state banks at
Sanish, Tagus, Van Hook, Blaisdell and Burlington, N. D.
HUGT EGAN, vice president of the Bankers' Mortgage & Cattle
Co., Fargo, N. D.; president of the Security State bank, Golva,
and vice president of the Beach State Bank.
ADAM LEFOR, Lefor, N. D., president of state banks at
Lefor, Dickinson and Gladstone.
GEORGE 0. STOMNER, Mayville, N. D., president of the
Clifford state bank.
H. J. HAGAN, Fargo, president of the Scandinavian-American
bank of Fargo, repository for a third of a million of public
funds placed there by the Bank of North Dakota when the
state banking board made the investigation which led to the
conviction of President Hagan for violating the banking laws
of North Dakota.
WILLIAM OLSON, president of the American Exchange bank
of Valley City, whose league organizers were forced to return
thousands of dollars for which they had held up the stockholders.
And there are some fifty others.
The United States Sisal Trust may be the best investment on
earth, and it may be the poorest.
The Red Flame is not interested in that question.
It is anxious to know whether it is wholesome to have at the
head of such a stock-selling proposition a man who also absolutely controls the investment of the $17,000,000 of public
funds which the people of North Dakota have been compelled
by Townley's soviet laws to entrust to the Bank of North Dakota.
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WHAT THE COMMUNE ADVOCATE
Here are some illuminating passages from the manifesto of
the American Commune:
"Parliamentary repre ntativ
hall con i tn ntly expo e thP
la
character of the
pitali 'tic tat , u ing the legislative
forum to interpret and empha ize the cla
truggle; they hull
make clear how parliamentari m and parliamentary democracy
deceive the workers; and they hall analyz capitalist legishtive propo al and reform palliatives a eva ion o! the ·is ue
and a of no fundamental significance to the working cla .
"The Communi t Party hall make the great indu trial struggles of the workin ... cla its major campaign , in order to de-

I. W. W .. I. I. U., ind p ndent and ece sion union , militant
union o! th A. F. of L., and the unorganized workers, on the
ba i of the revolutionary cla
truggle.
"Th unorganiz d, un killed worker
(IN LUDING THE
A RI' LTURAL PROLETARIAT) - GET THAT?
MR
FARMER-con titute the bulk of the working class. The Communist Party hall directly and systematically agitate among
the e worker .
"THE COMMUNIST PARTY SHALL CARRY ON AGITATION AMONG THE NEGRO WORKERS TO UNITE THEM
_WITH ALL CLASS CONSCIOUS WORKERS.

LAWDY, D£T AM
{uR.EL'f GWIN£
)
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v lop an understanding of the strike in relation to the overgrow
of capital.
"The Communist Party shall participate in mass strikes, not
only to achieve the immediate purposes of the strike, but to develop the revolutionary implications of the mass strike.
"The strike must cease being isolated and passive; it must
become positive, general and aggressive, preparing the workers
for the complete assumption of industrial and social control.
"Every local and district organization of the party shall establish contact with industrial units in its territory, the 8hops,
mills and mines, and direct its agitation accordingly.
"Shop committees shall be organized wherever possible for the
purpose of communist agitation in a particular shop or industry by the workers employe there.
"The Communist Party recognizes that the A. F. L. is reactinary and the bulwalk of capitalism.
"It shall be a major task of the Communist Party to agitate
for the construction of a general industrial union, embracing i:.hc

"The Communi t Party will wage the struggle against militarism as a phase of the cla s struggle to hasten the downfall ot
capitalism."
That isn't all, but it should prove a bellyfull for the North
Dakota farmer who has made a. study of Townleyism. who reacl~
the Townley press, who listens to the Townley speakers, au'.'.'
hears them one and all eulogise, glorify and defend the Commune
and everything which it stands for.
Some of these fine days the North Dakota farmer who is digging, digging, DIGGING to provide :finances for tbe carrying
on of this agitation will have COMMUNISM brought home to
his own door. THEN it will be too late. We ha~e learned how
the Soviets deal with the expropriated Bourgeoisie who is !o )1ish enough to resist or to object or complain.
NOW IS THE TIME, IF EVER, for the organized farmer,
one of the most powerful forces in America today, to awake, to
give his support to law and order, and to aid his government in
freeing the soil of these RED DESTROYERS as he would tree
his own granary from RATS.
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SOME PLATFORM
For ten cents, at 127 4th street, South Minneapolis, anybody
who wishes may buy a pamphlet entitled "The Revolutionary
I. W. W." The book is written by Grover H. Perry and published by the I. W. W. Publishing Bureau, 1001 W. Madison
street, Chicago.
It is an official publication of the "I. W. W."
On page 10 appears the following:
"The I. W. W. is fast approaching the stage where it can
accomplish its mission. This mission is revolutionary in character.

45A.i,

BILL/ WHER..f:" '

I)OES ,HAT CA..Q.

eELONG?

addre
th m in Engl! h becau e they could not garble his rtmark in the foreign language newspapers to uit their side of
the argument. The bu ine man had been invited to make the.a
a talk by th leader of the "red" outfit. H idea was to gi e
them a
hole soled bit o! good advice in plain Engll h.-The
Ely :Miner.

THE WHOLE PROBLEM
The Dickinson Press:
Below we publish a little paragraph from a recent issue of
1 Tl··'l~II<. THAT STAMP MEA.N5
PA11.T1 SAl'-f R.A.01 CAL
REIJ Co.- ,HE'/ c

No·N

'/9U

"We are not satisfied with a fair day's wage for a fair day's
work. We are going to do away with capitalism by taking
possession of the land and the machinery of production. We
don't intend to buy them either. The capitalist class took them
because it had the power to control the muscle and brain of
the working class.
"Organized we will take back that which has been stolen
from us. We will demand more and more wages from our
employers. We will demand and enforce shorter and shorter
hours.
"The I. W.W. are laying the foundation of a new government."
MISSING THE ALIENS
Whenever the gospel of Socialism is to be spread or anything
pulled off that smacks of anarchy or Russianism, the foreign
languages are employed almost exclusively in the spread1n;.;
"bill" Haywood knows whom to address. The non English reading and speaking peoples of our country are more susceptible
to propoganda than are the American citizens. Only here la t
week the I. W. W.'s would not allow a local business man to

LA,,.,

EVER.'/ 'iHlt"'G., 1:VE "-'
ANO

ME".

The Saturday Evening Post. It is a real gem and sums up a
whole problem in a few lines. If Messrs. Totten and Stangeland could get books with something of this sort to be read
by our boys and girls, we think it would be far better for
them than Ellen Key's works on free love, the marriage relation, etc. These few lines contain sufficient suggestions for
about a dozen lectures and sermons and could very profitably
be memorized by every school boy and girl in the state. The
quotation is as follows:
"The simple and amply proven fact is that government ownership does not make men, and rarely makes money. It makes
weaklings, dependent grafters, bureaucrats, autocrats and deficits. It is the first lesson in Socialism and Socialism is the
first lesson in Bolshevism, and Bolshevism is the last lesson in
government. The class graduates from that into Anarchy. Men
are not made by government, but government is made by men.
It reflects, and always will, the human weaknesses of those
who compose and administer it."

THE RED FLAME

HOW THE POISON SPREADS
North Dakota cannot be made a pest house for Red Radicalism; Townleyism cannot be successfully quarantined in the
state where it first broke out Like the White Plague and the
Red Plague and Cholera, it must be stamped out at its source.
From Nebraska, where the Townley idea has gained
a precarious foothold, comes a story telling how banking "experts," trained in the Townley school, have invaded that state,
with the usual results. E. M. Ridings of Minneapolis, president
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VICE-PRESIDENT OF THIS CORPORATION, AND
OUR OLD FRIEND, THOMAS ALAN BOX, SECRETARY OF THE NORTH DAKOTA COUNCIL OF DEFENSE UNDER TOWNLEYISM, AND IDENTIFIED
WITH J. J. HASTINGS IN TOWNLEY FINANCING,
IS SECRETARY AND TREASURER.
It is charged that Ridings became president of the Farmers'
State Bank at Halsey, Neb., last June. At different times subsequent to that date and prior to his arrest, it is alleged that he
turned over to the bank $18,500 in notes and other paper from
North Dakota and Minnesota, whose value is said to be consid-
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of a farmers' bank in Nebraska, is facing prosecution for an apparent shortage of $28,500 in the cash assets of the institution.
E. M. RIDINGS IS VICE PRESIDENT OF H. J.
HAGERTY CO., INC., AND THE CORPORATION
PAPERS ON FILE IN THE SECRETARY OF
STATE'S OFFICE IN BISMARCK SHOW THAT J.
R. WATERS, MANAGER OF THE BANK OF NORTH
DAKOTA, IS FIRST VICE PRESIDENT OF THIS
CORPORATION; J. J. HASTINGS, FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE CONSUMERS' UNITED STORES
CO., A TOWNLEY PROJECT, FORMER VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE SCANDIN,A.VIAN-AMERICAN
BANK OF FARGO, A LEAGUE INSTITUTION, AND
WHO WITH THOMAS ALAN BOX PUT OVER THE
LEAGUE BANK REORGANIZATION OF FRAGRANT MEMORY IN VALLEY CITY, IS SECOND

\

ered doubtful by the Nebraska banking department. Certificates
of deposit which he had the bank issue to himself in like amount
were sold to banks outside of North Dakota, and payment is now
demanded. In October Ridings had another $10,000 of certificates issued to himself, without delivering to the bank anything
in return for them, says the Nebraska report.
WHEN ARRESTED RIDINGS TOLD THE NEBRASKA OFFICERS HE WOULD LIKE TO GO TO
BISMARCK BEFORE PROCEEDING TO LINCOLN,
AS HE THOUGHT HE MIGHT OBTAIN SOME HELP
HERE IN SQUARING UP THE BANK SHORTAGE.
From whom did he hope to obtain such help?
TO WHOM DID H. J. HAGEN, PRESIDENT OF THE
SCANDINAVIAN-AMERICAN BANK, SINCE CONVICTED
FOR VIOLATION OF THE NORTH DAKOTA BANKING
LAWS, APPLY WHEN HE WAS IN SIMILAR TROUBLE?
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AMERICA

COMMANDER
EXPOSES BOLSHEVISM

Col. Jes e B. Roote Relate Ru ian Horrors of Red Terror to Which Agitators Would Expose America-No
Difference, He Declare , Between Trotzkyism and
Townleyism-Warns Patriotic Citizens They Must
Be Armed Against Perils from Within.
BY COLONEL JESSE B. ROOTE.

Bolshevism is the sam~ everywhere you meet the hideous thing in the world today-in Russia, in Hungary, in
Italy, in the United States or in North Dakota.
*
*
*
*
Redism, Anarchy, Radicalism and Bolshevism are synonymous terms, but perhaps Bolshevism comprehends them
all.
*
*
* *
Ninety-nine per cent of the union labor men in the United States today are red-blooded Americans who are being exploited by red, radical agitators.
*
*
*
*
The same men who are exploitingi laboring men today
are at work within the borders of our own state promising our American farmers ease, comfort, wealth and every
possible worthy or unworthy desire of mankind if they
will only join the Nonpartisan league, whose leaders are
Bolshevists and red-card socialists.
*
*

•

•

The placing of the books advocating free love and the
destruction of constitutional government in the public
circulating libraries of North Dakota by a Townley-controlled board of administration, reveals that the ultimate
of Townleyism is Bolshevism, free love, anarchy and
bloodshed, if necessary, to attain their unholy ends.

*

*

•

*

Our constitution is the greatest work ever written by
the hand of man at one time, an instrument which must
be preserved and fought fot' as we fight for the flag of
red, white and blue.
*

•

•

•

Townley is a Bolshevist such as I have described in unhappy soviet Russia and his own acts and aims prove it.

* * * *
"Bolshevism in Russia is exactly the same as bolshevism, anarchy or radicalism in America-there is no difference in the
application of it. Give the bolshevist control of this government
and the savagery, the damnable bea tiaUty and the criminality of
the bolshevists of Russia will be duplicated here. Make no mistake about that!"
In these words Colonel Jesse Roote, who was an eye witness
of the workings of the soviet "government" of Russia, when as
a member of the allied army commission he had charge of the
repatriation of Russian prisoners in the German camps, following the signing of the armistice, warned American Legion men
and Rotarians at the dinner tendered by the latter to the 0xservice men of the American army at the Placer hotel in Helena, Mont.
The colonel made a powerful talk on the subject of "Unrest"
declaring that Bolshevism was boring its way and had bored its
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way into organized labor and had even invaded the ranks of the
fi.rmers of some of the northwestern states and Bolsheviki leaders were leading 100 per cent red- blooded American citizens
estray by falsehood, misrepresentation and revolutionary methods, while America remained apathetic and; citizens took little
occasion to reply to the agitators.
"Rouse yourselves and combat this menace by telling the
truth," he said. "The truth will prevail and every laboring
man and every farmer will see the truth, once it is called to
his attention."
Relating incidents of the massacres of Russian prisoners, enroute from German prison camps, telling of the shooting daily

it board of administration purchased books on free love for
circulation in the public libraries of the state. The books were
in circulation and the list of them would shame a decent man
or woman. I believe the farmers of North Dakota are redblooded Americans. They have stood by the flag and their
country and they are, as are the American laboring men, patriotic and staunch and true. They have been lied to and misled
and poisoned by Bolshevists masquerading as reformers. I'm
told that already Townley and his agents are working in Montana and it is high time that Montanans rose and crushed Bolshevism and Townleyism."
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of squads of Russian men, women and children, whose only offense was that they were of the bourgeoise or "middle class,"
Colonel Roote finally told of the seizure of bourgeoise maidens
who were brought to the headquarters of the Bolshevist commander at Riga, for the gratifciation of the beastiality of the
officers.
"Bolshevists are advocates of free love and nationalization
of women," he said. "Emma Goldman, recently deported,
preached free love in America-she preached it in Carpenter's
hall in Butte some years ager-and America endured it all this
time.
North Dakota Knows It.
"Free love, the flouting of the sacredness of marriage! The
Bolshevist teaches it and practices it. Townleyisrn in North Dakota advocates it today.
Townleyism by this one act,
proves that it is Bolshevistic at heart. Masquerading as the
farmer's friend, holding out P"'"ornises of Eutopian schemes for
the amelioration of the farmer, only to gain control, which he
has finally obtained in North Dakota £Torn the governor down,

Charge Again t Townley.
Like a shot out of a clear sky came the charge of Colonel
Roote against Arthur C. Townley, president and organizer of
the Nonpartisan league. He declared he possessed a certified
copy of a bill for books, purchased from a socialist publishing
house in Chicago by Townley's state librarian, every volume of
which was a disgrace to the libraries of any state in the American union and most of which were too indecent for any self-respecting man or woman to read.
"Townley is a Bolshevist, and his own acts and aims prove it,"
he declared as his arm shot upward and he again passed his
handkerchief over his eyes as if to wipe away the memories of
"free love" and communistic atrocities, he had witnessed overseas.
Dangers From Within.
"You are faced by this, comrades, and I'm confident we will
overcome it as we helped to overcome Pan-Germanism," he said.
''Bolshevism, anarchy, radicalism are synonymous terms in this
country and they are exactly the same in Soviet Russia. I've
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seen Bolshevism in Europe every day for months and up to
about two months ago, when I returned from Europe. It is my
hope to do what I can to rouse my fellow citizens from their
apathy and once that is accomplished the danger of Bolshevism
v.ill not be great if we do our patriotic duty."
Red Activities Ever Present.
He said the Bolshevists in America were as yet in the minority
and yet the newspapers every day blazon evidence, of their presence everywhere in the United States. He read the headlines
of the two Helena dailies of yesterday, telling of the activity of
the reds and threats of bloody revolution made by some of the
leaders, as told in the dispatches.

have stated that operators of coal mines made as high as 2,000
per cent.
"Two thousand per cent on what?" asked the speaker. "It
must be either annual profit on the capital invested or on the
coal mined. The statement although ridiculous in the extreme
and absolutely silly to a man who thinks clearly, .or at all, has,
so far as my observation goes, never been contradicted. The
result is that agitators have seized upon the statement-a statement which I am reluctant to believe Mr. McAdoo ever madeand they are using it among the coal miners and telling them
that instead of the 14 per cent raise they received, pending set-

PROTECTING Tf/£ REO FLAG

"In Russia, refugees told me that the Bolshevists were less
than 15 per cent of the people," he added. "Yet these 15 per
cent controlled because they were organized and those who opposed the evil or were indifferent through ignorance, were not.
In America probably less than 10 per cent of laboring men were
Bolshevists yet recruits were being made by false reasoning and
the failure of the converts to understand what Bolshevism
means. The Reds bored from within. Formerly they were in
the I. W. W. but their leaders found they made little headway
with their revolutionary tactics, designed to overturn this government, so they decided to bore into the labor unions, nearly
all of whom are composed of fine, upstanding Americans whose
eyes are blinded at times by the specious pleading and the falsehoods of the agitators, some of whom have become leaders."

McAdoo's Alleged Statement.
Illustrating the falsity of statements made by the agitator
3mong laboring men, Colonel Roote quoted the alleged statement
of W. G. McAdoo who during the coal strike, was reported to

tlement of the strike, they should receive at least a fifty-fifty
split with the operator.
How Ridiculous.
"Now let's apply that statement to capital. Suppose a man
had $1,000 invested in a coal mine. According to the 2,000 per
cent story, he would net in a year as profit, $20,000. Does anybody believe that? Or say that you apply it to a ton of coal
which let us say cost a dollar to mine. That would mean at
2,000 per cent that a ton of coal is sold at $20. Every man
here knows to the contrary. It is sold at less than half of that
and loaded on cars at the mine it sells for from $3 to $4 per ton.
"I heard on my way home from Seattle recently, an agitator
talking to three or four laboring men on the car, one of them the
railroad brakeman. He said that the operators should split the
2.000 per cent profit with the miner, making his daily wage, say
that he now receives $5 a day, a total of $55 a day. Ridiculous,
you say? Yet those men believed the agitator and you can't
blame them.

THE RED
Tell Them the Truth.

"It is your duty to inform these men of the truth, not sit
apathetically by and laugh it off as too ridiculous to notice.
"I plan to make a series of speeches in Washington and Idaho
and it is my purpose not to talk in banquet halls or at dinners,
but to go into the camps and into the union halls, if I am permitted, and tell them the truth. And labor is honest enough to
admit it. It is the only way to combat bolshevism."
Colonel Roote said that bolshevists were sometimes made by
unfair methods of employers, and by prdfiteers. "There is no
one to defend such persons who are as wicked as the bolshevist,"
he said.

LAME
lied commission fed them up and I outfitted my 3,000 men with
new suits, new shoes, two army blankets each, and rations for
ten days, when they were to start on the march to their old
homes in Russia after we reached the end of the railroad in Poland.
Depart in High Hope.
"Never shall I for get so long as I shall live, the joy that
shone from their faces as I told them, through an interpreter,
pf the order to start them home to their families from whom
they had not heard for more than four years. I told them of
the bolshevists and advised them not to have anything to do
\vith them.

N. O. OEPIJTY FIRE t!ARS!IALL
The speaker warned his hearers that bolshevism would be as
savage and bestial in America as in Russia, the moment they
gained control. Then, he told of incidents under his observation
when he was in Russia and in Polish territory near the border.

"I took my prisoners through Poland and accompanied them
a day's march intoj Russia and there bade them good-bye and
Godspeed. They were happy and hopeful, and, oh, so grateful!
They marched away with radiant faces.

Bayonetted and Disemboweled.
"I saw bolshevism at first hand," he said, ~adly, as his eyes
clouded with the memory of the horrible scenes he had witnessed. "I saw lying in heaps, men and women and little children, boys and girls, bayonetted and disemboweled, not for any
crimes they had committed, not for any offenses against the
Soviet, only because they belonged to the bourgeoise or middle
class as we term them inaccurately in this country. Poor, childlike victims of murderous ferocity, the like of which has seldom
been equalled!
"I was once ordered to take 3,000 Russian prisoners, through
Poland and into Russia, en route to their homes. When I first
saw these prisoners they were emaciated as Egyptian mummfos. They were literally starving to death and had been separated from their families for more than four years. The al-

Shot Down Like Dogs.
"Back in Poland I stopped for a day to rest," continued the
colonel, "and the next morning, a rumor spread that my 3,000
prisoners had met with disaster. I hurriedly went in an automobile into Russia and there I met some of the men who had
e~caped. This is what had happened: They had been met near .
a small town by a bolshevik commander who had told them that
Lenine and Trotzky were in control and that they must join the
bolshevist army immediately. They demurred. They wanted to
see their families. They preferred to take my advice to avoid
the bolshevists. At once they were commanded to join the army
or be shot. They turned and started back for Poland and the
commander sent for a machine gun company which finally overtook these unarmed men and 1,600 of them were shot down like
dogs. The remaining 1,400 were enabled to escape into Poland,
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owing to the fact that bolshevists topped to pillage the dead.
That, and night coming on, enabled them to get away."
Slaughter by Fiend .
Colonel Roote related incidents told him by refugees of how
bolshevist commanders ordered squads of from 20 to 1,000 bourgeoise shot down every morning before breakfast for ten days,
depending upon the size of the town or village captured. One
merchant had been able to purchase his life by turning over all
his money and property, but the bolshevist commander, forced
this man to go out with the firing squad and give the signal
v,hich should start the slaughter.

THE F RMER AWAKE I G
·rhe Bank of North Dakota has taken money away from comm uni ties where it was needed and has forced the counties, townships, school districts, municipalities and the state to accept
from one to three percent less interest on this money, and has
loaned it back to the farmer-and to only 1.6 percent of the
farmers who made application for loans to relieve them in their
dire need-at from one to two percent more than the same
money would have cost them had they borrowed from the North
Dakota land commission, not dominated by Townley, or from
the federal land bank.

Ll!V/1A 51<£0

Free Lover All.
"I talked with men who told how at Riga the bolshevists had
ordered young bourgeoise women brought to headquarters for
the use of the officers. Bestial, vicious, damnable! Free lovers
all and destroyers of the home and the sacredness of the marriage tie!"

"You can be ju t a good an American under the Red Flag as
any other flag,'' the American legion of Grant county quotes
Senator J. I. Cahill as aying. Senator ahill is head of Townley's smelling committee which get on the job July 1. Amer
ican. who insi t on preferring the Stars and Stripes may know
what to expe t.

"Americani m i not an issue,'' Townl y'
ongressman, John
M. Baer, told the voter of the Fir t orth Dakota di tri t
during hi fir t campaign.
..o, perhap not, but Mr. Baer is
likely to discover that Bolshevism is an js ue.

When the farmer, in approving the original league program,
demanded a single tax on farm lands, he did not expect that the
result would be the levying of eighty percent of all the taxes on
farm lands, or that Townleyism would treble the amount of these
taxes.
The farmer is awaking to the fact that the "league program"
was merely a neat camouflage to disguise a deluge of socialism.
He has become aware that the socialist party, which he originally believed had been absorbed by bis league, has actually swallowed the league.
The farmer is learning that the men at the head of Townleyism in North Dakota are not farmers, and they have little or
no real interest in the farmer and his problems.
The farmer has seen his name used to protect every crook
of very calibre whom the league has desired to defend against
outraged justice. No matter whether it was Seditionist Kate
Richards O'Hare, or President A. C. Townley, when convicted
as an enemy of his country by a Minnesota jury of real farmers;
or H. J. Hagen, president of the Scandinavian-American bank,
found guilty by a farmer jury of violating the banking laws of
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his state-a state, by the way, which still retains Mr. Hagen as
a member of the state depositors' guaranty fund commission
upon which every depositor in state banks must rely for protection-the farmer has been disgusted to find the Townley
press shouting that the "Farmer Movement" was being attacked.
The Townley pr s has endeavo1ed to convince the outside
world that the North Dakota farmer stands for and condones
sedition, espionage, irregular financiering, doubtful banking,
Free Love, Bolshevism, Atheism and Anarchism, and the North
Dakota fa1·mer is becoming heartily sick of it.
At the back of his head the farmer still retains faith in his
OWN program, but he has come to realize that before he can

door share the .product. In the Stone Age, we imagine, this
feeling led tCY many compound fractures of the skull. It was
echoed in the Magna harta and in the French revolution.
Mr. Lenine is beginning to learn that his communism was
born with an incurable disease.
And a similar discovery is being forced home to Townley of
the North Dakota soviets, which may account for the desperate
effort which is being made through smelling parties and state
constabularies and prison sentences for state officials who do not
tell the Townley version of the truth to prevent "the peasants"
of Townley's North Dakota learning toward what they are
veering.
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hope for any benefits from that program he must free it from
the RED COOTIES with which Townleyism has infested it. And
the delousing process has already begun.
The embattled farmers of North Dakota are fighting not alone
for their program and their league; they are fighting for their
homes, their schools, their churches and their state; they are
fightin~ for freedom from Bolshevism, communism and expropriation, AND THE FARMERS ARE FIGHTING WITH A
SPIRIT THAT IS CERTAIN TO WIN.

AS IN RUSSIA, SO IN NORTH DAKOTA
Premier Lenine has transmitted to the soviets his bitter dis
covery that:
"THE PEASANTS HA VE BECOME LAND OWNERS AND
NOW SIDE WITH APITALISM AGAINST BOLSHEVISM."
It has been known, says the Valley City Times-Record, for
more years than Lenine has hairs in his head, that once a man
gets a piece of land, scratches it, plants it and eats the fruit of it,
he becomes imbued with a reluctance to let the lazy loafer next
4

FROM KANSAS
William Allen White, editor of the famous and widely read
Gazette of Emporia, Kansas, thus kindly and without venom
tells his readers two things about the Nonpartisan league.
"There are two fundamentally wrong things about the Nonpartisan league. First, it is a class organization with purely
class aims, and class aims are bad no matter what class they
expect to improve. For 20 years the Gazette has been fighting
the gradual encroaching of special privilege in autocracy in
this country; big business, greedy organized wealth, unscrupolous capitalism in a score of different forms. The aims of
that outfit were class aims. And because they were. class aims
they were bad, and because the aims of the Nonpartisan league
are class aims, they also are bad. It is just as wicked to
try to run this goven1ment for the farming class as it is to
run it for the banking class. Government should be run as the
mediator between the honest aims-and dishonest ones, which
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are few-of all classes. Government should not be class government, even it one class is in the majority. Tyranny of th
majority J none the le tyranny booau e It I a maJorJty. And
the Nonpartisan league justifies its tyranny by its majority,
and it legislates tor a. class instead of for all the people because
that class is in the majority. A party should not be organized
upon class lines.
"That is objection number one.
"Here is objection number two: The men at the head of the
Nonpartisan league are in the main cheap. They are not dishonest; they mean well; but they have no capacity for the
tremendous scheme which they propose. The thing which the
Nonpartisan league proposes would require the best brains
in any commonwealth to bring these plans to a success. The
league is trying a social program which the wisest, shrewdest
business men would he ltate to undertake, and the men who
are supposed to carry it through are fourth-raters. The league
is doomed to fall and in falling will lose millions of moneyeither in taxes or dues or stock-and in losing this money
thoueiands of honest men and women will lose their faith in
human nature, in the progress of mankind, and in need for an
everlasting fight for righteousness in politics and in business
and in religion and in every other relation in life. Every time
a bubble bursts like the Nonpartisan league, it leaves men disheartened and discouraged, and slows down the onward march
of men. So it is for the business men who have real faith
that this world is worth saving, worth fighting for, worth sacrifice, to speak plainly to those who are prone to believe that
the world is to be made over in a day.
"That is objection number two."

NEW SOURCE OF TAXATION
The supreme court of North Dakota has revealed to Townley's tax hounds a new source of revenue for North Dakota.
The Bank of North Dakota, says the supreme court, is a private
banking institution. Therefore the Bank of North Dakota cannot be exempt from taxation, nor can its deposits of $17,000,000.00 of the public funds. In attempting to so exempt this
institution the legislature erred. Tax Commissioner Wallace
or some other competent authority should bring this error to
the attention of the supreme court and see to it that it is corrected. As a private banking institution the Bank of North
Dakota can claim no more privileges than can the humblest
farmers' bank. It is just as essential that the private Bank of
North Dakota pay a just ca~ital stock tax upon its $2,000,000
as it is that the farmers' bank be taxed upon its $10,000.
As for Director General Cathro, he must, of course, pay an
income tax upon his salary of $10,000 per annum, for he cannot claim exemption as a public official or a servant of the
people, since the supreme court has ruled that he is not. And
Manager J. R. Waters is in the same position with respect to
that rather mysterious salary of his, which still appears on the
books at $5,000, we believe.
Officer, do your duty!

A STUCK PIG SQUEALS
Whenever a pig is stuck in a vulnerable place, piglike, it
squeals. A half column defense of Director General Cathro's
practice of loaning some $76,000.00 of the Bank of North Dakota
funds to friends and neighbors up Bottineau way, while farmers
in less favored sections of the state must beg for a thousand
or two-and fail to get it-would indicate that Mr. Cathro has
been touched. The fact that almost half of this amount is said
to be represented by two loans which Mr. Cathro had held for
years and of whicl, he seemed to have some difficulty in letting go, before the Bank of North Dakota and the people's
money came to his rescue, doesn't appear at all out of the way
to The Courier News, whose editorial director is Mr. A. C.
Townley.

I

Why should it?
When Townley wanted money out in Golden Valley county he
asked his friends for it and got it, and when they suggested that
he repay it, he went to the federal courts, took the Nels on cure
and emerged as good as new, while his friends were some $80,000 the poorer and the wiser. The most regrettable feature
of that transaction was that some of those who paid a high
price for experience seem to have been widows and orphans,
who cannot live alone on wisdom, and who were left little else
whereby to subsist.
Later when Mr. Townley became autocrat of the Nonpartisan
league, and he needed money for that organization, or for the
Consumers' United Stores, or for his Newspaper Trust, or for
the League Exchange, or for any of his other schemes for luring dollars front farmers' pockets into his (purely in an educational sense, of course) Mr. Townley went to the Scandinavian-American bank.
It may be surmised that he told the Scandinavian-American
bank that he'd make it all right with funds from the Bank of
North Dakota, the people's money, for when the ScandinavianAmerican began to get in a tight fix as a result of the half
million or so which it loaned Mr. Townley and his friends, we
find one of its officers writing: "How about that half million you promised us from the Bank of North Dakota? It~s
t1me for you to come across; we're in a tight fix; we need this
n1oney to save us from shame and disgrace."
.
The Scandinavian-American didn't get all of the money-it
had only about a third of a million when the shame and disgrace
which the officers recognized as inevitable finally descended
upon this worthy institution, but Mr. Townley and his state
hank examiner squared the account in other ways, and when
Mr. Townley called on his farmers to right his wrongs by paying
$216 per share for $100 share stock in an institution which Mr.
Townley admitted was so wobbly that it stood in immediate
need of the gold cure.
So why shouldn't Mr. Cathro, who would be director general
of the Bank of North Dakota, at $10,000 per annum and keep,
for one moment if Mr. Townley <didn't want him to be, follow
these excellent examples and do a little unloading on his own
hook?

WHO'S WHO IN BEDLAM
Representative Herbert Hardt

Born, we believe in Ru ia; a naturalized American, Octob ff
13, 190 , in the County of Logan, he falsely made affidavit to
the ff ct that one Fr derick Borth app ar d b fore him, a~
cl rk of the di trict court in a naturalization proc ding, wh rea
Fr derirk Borth did not
ap ar; at th
am time Herman
Har<lt took oath that in th am pr
ding in which Fr d rick
Borth was prin ipal, George Elhard and Chris Geizzler appeared
as witne se , which was not a fact, and which Mr. Hardt kne·w
to be a lie when he swore to it. For such violations of t!:e
naturalization law of June 29, 1906, Herman Hardt was indicted
by a federal grand jury at Fargo on October 1, 1910, Herman
Hardt plead d guilty to the indictment and was imprisoned for
sixty days in the Cass county jail and was fined $!00. After
wWch the Nonparti an league elected him to represent his
county in the oviets state assembly, becau e said Herman Hardt
had O well exemplified his true appreciation of a solemn oath.
The North Dakota constitution provides that a felon hall not
sit in the state assembly and assist in making laws which are
to govern citizens who are not felons. This proyision of the
<'onstltution has been called to the attention of the oviets
leader , but apparently they clo not approve of it, for the constitution has been given a vacation, and Herman Hardt retains his
i:1eat in the a embly, atld because ot the superior qualiflcationi;
which he ha displayed he also is on the league payrool a in
organizer. Whether he includes in his organization report th.:
names of dead men ts yet to discovered.
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Townley Workmen's Campensation Bureau Taxes Employers 489,831.21 to Pay
Injured Employes 15,846.25 in even and One-Hali Months.
North Dakota has poured millions into the capacious coffers
of Mr. A. C. Townley in the form of Nonpartisan league dues; the
Consumers' Unit ed Stores Co., has taken out a million or two,
and the Publishers' Service Bureau, parent of the Townley
Prostitute Press! the League Exchange; the Sisal Trust, the
League Banks and other Townley enterprises, public or private
have helped to swell the grand total which is now estimated to

And out of this fund of almost a HALF-MILLION DOLLARS
it had paid in compensation to injured workers, for whose
benefits this tremendous tribute is ostensibly levied, the pitiful sum of $15,846.25.
AND THE TOWNLEY BOARD DURING THIS SAME PERIOD
OF SEVEN AND ONE-HALF MONTHS EXPENDED FOR IT-
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be in the neighborhood of $15,000,000.00-three years' tribute to
Townley.
But no neater scheme for bleeding North Dakota has yet been
devised than the Townley Work.nien's Compensation Bureau,
which levies its tribute by legislative enactment.
The Workmen's Compensation Act became effective July l,
1919. It had been in operation 7~ months on February 15,
1920, when in spite of the frantic efforts of the Townley Compensation Commissioners to prevent an accounting, a thorough
audit of the bureau's operations was made.
THE FACTS DISCLOSED ARE ASTOUNDING.
IN SEVEN AND A HALF MON'fHS THE TOWNLEY WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BUREAU HAS WRUNG FROM THE

POCKETS OF NORTH DAKOTA EMPLOYERS, NOT INCLUDING THE RAILWAYS, WHICH EMPLOY AS MUCH LABOR
IN THIS STATE AS ALL OTHER CLASSES COMBINED, NOR
THE FARMERS, WHO RANK NEXT TO THE RAILWAYS IN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYES, THE STUPENDOUS SUM OF $489,831.21.

SELF $24,835.08, or ALMOST $10,000.00 MORE THAN IT PAID
TO DISABLED WORKERS.
The total expenditures of the Townley Compensation Commission from July 1, 1919, to February 15, 1920, were $40,681.33.
Liberal as was the allowance which the Townley Compensation Commission made itself, in comparison with the amount
which it paid to injured workmen, the whole amount expended
was $449,149.88 less than the employers of North Dakota were
arbitrarily, under penalty of a heavy penalty, forced to contribute to the Townley Compensation Commission.
Townley charged the employers of North Dakota just $449,149.88 more than his Compensation Commission needed to meet
all of its expenditures, extravagant as some of them were, and
the claims of the few injured employes who were fortunate
enough to win an adjustment fr~m the Townley Compensation
Commission.
WHY?
Was it because this balance of $449,149.88 is kept in the Bank
of North Dakota, which the supreme court of North Dakota
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has just rul d to be a private institution, which no one but
State Bank Examiner Lofthus, a creature of Governor Frazier's,
can examine?
Is it because the Bank of • orth Dakota, managed by personally picked Townley lieutenants, need pay but two to
four per cent for the use of these employers' money, while it
can turn around and loan this half-million dollars to the farmer
for six and one-half to seven per cent-OR TO MR. TOW LEY
OR ANY OF HIS ENTERPRISES OF WHICH THE TOWNLEY
MANAGERS OF THE BANK OF NORTH DAKOTA MAY
CHANCE TO APPROVE?
And the shame of it is that with all this money, with $300,000.00 handed over to the Bank of North Dakota in a lump on
certificates of deposit, and with 149,149.88 in an open account
against which the TOWNLEY COMPENSATION COMMISSION
CHECKS AT WILL WITHOUT THE FORMALITY OF AN
AUDIT FROM THE STATE AUDITOR AND THE STATE
AUDITING BOARD, WHO MUST PASS UPON ALL PUBLIC
ENTERPRISES WHICH ARE CONTROLLED BY THE PEOPLE
OF NORTH DAKOTA-with all of this wealth upon which the
Townley compensation may draw with the bare formality of
writing a check. THIS BUREAU IS NOT TODAY PAYING
CLAIMS WHICH ARE MONTHS OVERDUE!
All over North Dakota are men blinded, maimed, incapable
of earning a dollar; men with hospital bills and fees, for medical and surgical attendance and living expenses mounting up,
and the wony of it retarding their recovery, and THE TOWNLEY COMPENSATION COMMISSION, WITH ALMOST A
HALF-MILLION DOLLARS CONTRIBUTED BY THE EMPLOYERS OF THESE MEN FOR THEIR PROTECTION IN
ITS BULGING COFFERS, HAS NOT PAID THESE MEN A
SINGLE PENNY!
How will this crowning crime of Townleyism be explained?
CI.ester A. Marr, writing Assistant Atty. Gen. F. E. Packard,
who appealed to the bureau in behalf of a man injured lasL
September, still unable to work, and who has yet to draw his
first dollar of compensation, SAYS THAT THIS CASE MAY BE
REACHED SOME TIME IN MARCH. THAT THE TOWNLEY
COMPENSATION C0111\IISSION IS "TOO BUSY" TO CONSIDER
IT BEFORE THAT TIME.
But the Townley compensation commission has not been too
busy to spend $24,835.08 on its own account; it has not been too
busy to pay Emil Watson, a clerk imported from Ohio $3,600.00
for two months' work in furnishing North Dakota with its fantastically impracticable tariff schedules, with their thousands
of impossible classifications and tables, which Judge J. E. Robinson, as good a leaguer as he is, scornfully admits could have
been bought in printed form for about nine dollars and ninetyeight cents.
And while injured workmen wait, Mr. Emil Watson of somewhere in Ohio continues to get his.
September 4, 1919, months after Mr. Watson's original dot of
$3,600 had been paid, Mr. Emil Watson of somewhere in Ohio
was presented with Check No. 56, calling for $900 of the money
which the employers had paid into the Townley Compensation
Bureau, believing that they were buying protection for their
injured employes.
And the next day The Townley Compensation Commission
made Mr. Emil Watson of somewhere in Ohio a present of $150
more, and then, because September 5 was a good day for drawing checks, they gave Mr. Watson still another check for $150.
But the employers were not through with Mr. Watson even
then, for on October 30, 1919, he received check No. 76 for another $150, and February 2, 1920, Mr. Watson came to bat for
another $150. And in the meantime Mr. Emil Watson of somewhere in Ohio was not overlooked, for on November 29, 1919,
he received check No. 280, for $150, in payment of "salary,"
and December 3, 1919, he re~eived $96.93 for "travel."
All in all, Mr. Watson, being a citizen of Ohio, and fully
possessed of his physical faculties, has been fairly well taken

care of while injured workmen unfortunate enough to be residents of orth Dakota have waited in vain for their compensation.
Almost as well looked after as Mr. Watson is Ed. Patterson.
old-time gang boss of Burleigh county, and his house physician,
Dr. C. E. Stackhouse, each of whom has dragged down $100
per month, the former for rent, and the latter in salary.
And furniture and fixtures have cost Mr. Townley a lot.
October 28 his board drew a check for $359.52 for one firm
arid $645.75 for another, both charged up to "furniture and
fixtures." December 9, 1919, $135 went into the same pot, and
December, 19, 1919, Townley's compensation commission paid
the board of administration $145.94 in one check and $1,074.11
in another for "supplies," while 801 was paid on the same
date to the Burroughs Adding Machine Co. (It requires a lot
of adders to keep track of $449,149.88 and to make sure that
too much of it doesn't get into the pockets of the injured workmen.)
The Townley Compensation Commission collected from employers $224,183.25 in July, 1919; there hasn't been a time since
August 1 when its balance has been under a quarter of a million;
it was more than a third of a million in September, and over
$400,000.00 in October, and $442,000.00 at the beginning of
February.
North Dakota employers have paid this money willingly for
the protection of their workers who might be unfortunate enough
to be disabled, and of the $449,149.88 the employers paid, their
employes have received just $15,846.25.
In the meantime the public is paying the tax.
The Washburn Lignite Coal o., formerly paid an old-line
insurance company about $11 ,000.00 per annum for the protection of its employes, and when a workman was injured his
claim was paid promptly. Today the Washburn Lignite Co.
ls paying about $22,000.00 for the sort of protection which the
Townley Workmen's Compensation Commission offers, and the
people who burn Washburn lignite coal are paying a premium
of $22,000.00 per annum, to help the Townley Bureau accumulate a pot of a half-million dollaTs to turn over to the Bank
of North Dakota, after it has taken care of Mr. Emil Watson
of Ohio.
AND MR. TOWLEY WOULD LIKE TO MANAGE OUR MILLS

AND ELEVATORS AND OUR COAL MINES AND OUR BANKS
AND OUR RAILWAYS AND OUR OWN PERSONAL FAMILY
AFFAIRS ON THE SAME SPLENDID BASIS OF EFFICIENCY.
SHALL WE HIRE MR. TOWNLEY TO DO THE JOB?

THE "GET-RICH-QUICK" SCHEME OF
RADICALI M
"Far from bein,. a new experiment iu democracy, Bol 'hevi ru
is the "Get-Rich-Quick" scheme of radicali m,'' ays Lieut. A
W. Kli foth, who returned only last September from Rus ia,
writing for the National Civic Federation Review.
"It is a party government maintaining its power through m1 ·itary force, terror, food control, tyrannical suppression of every
form of opposition!"
Lieut. Klieforth was speaking of Bolshevism!
What would this American soldier have written of Townleyism
in North Dakota had he been present at the recent special session of the Soviets legislature?
Towleyi m is a party government-it never has even presumed
to govern for all of the people. It is purely a government by
and for radicals.
The skunk may be a useful animal, but we neve heard of him
supplanting the faithful dog as a house pet. The agitator mHy
be all right in hi place, but that place is not in our American
government, as an interpreter of our American constitution.
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HOW WALTER THOMAS
MILLS HELPED THE FARMER
Record of Townley's Principal Soviet Lieutenant in the Antipodes-Failure After Failure Marks Career of Socialistic Theorist
and Bungler
Walter Thomas Mills, in his effort to unite the farmers of the
Northwest with a Socialistic labor union movement, seeks to
misinform the people as to the status of the farm organizations
of Australia and New Zealand. The chief opposition to the organized Socialistic Labor party of New Zealand and the Australian states, comes from the organized farmers. There is no
organized farmers' movement in that country that is committed
to the program of the Non partisan league. For years the organized farmers of that country have fought the Socialistic
schemes of the Labor party.
In the first election for Parliament for the Commonwealth of
Australia, the Labor party elected 44 out of 75 members and
for many years this party
has largely dominated the
political affairs of those
states.
"In the 'So<.:ialist Review' for December, Mr.
F:rances Ahern, editor of
the Australian Worker,"
and a leading Socialist of
~hat country, has an article
in which he states that
the condition of the working class is much worse
today than it was in 1914.
He shows that the average weekly wage of adult
labor is only $15.60 and
that during the war the
wages of labor have been
increased by only 26.8 per
cent. He also says that
labor is $3.24 per week
worse off today than it
was in 1911, and in 1911
the wages averaged 40 per
cent less than in America.
WALTER THOMAS MILLS
He also istates that the
organized labor movement throughout Australia is imbued
with the one-big-union ideal, and that this is represented
by the all-American Labor conference held in Sidney, New
South Wales, last June, in which the entire labor movement of Australia was committed to "collective ownership and
democratic control of the collectively used agencies of production, distribution and exchange."
In other words, this great Socialist leader and editor proclaimed the fact that the whole organized labor movement of
Australia is committed to State Socialism, which is exactly what
Mr. Walter Thomas Mills and the leaders of the Nonpartisan
league likewise subscribe to.
Jellicoe Changes Views.
In this connection it is well to quote Mr. E. G. Jellicoe who
visited New Zealand in 1904 and wrote a rather glowing account

of the Socialistic labor movement of that country. In 1912 Mr.
Je!licoe paid a second visit to New Zealand, and when he returned to England he made the following statement:
"When I left New Zealand in 1904 the colony was prosperous
in every way. *
* * During the last eight months I have
visited the Dominion. All my political views have been falsified.
The development and working out in New Zealand of Socialistic
reforms under manhood suffrage and the universal female suffrage, led by professional politicians and demagogues, and the
spread of silly theories about the relations of capital and labor,
have resulted in bringing a countl·y possessing all the potentialities of prosperity almost to the brink of financial and industrial ruin. Individual enterprise and individual thrift have been
substantially annihilated; capital has been withdrawn or is
withheld from enterprise, and employment, as a consequence,
has slackened and in some places ceased; the cost of living has
increased enormously; the community as a whole lives on shoddy, and labor is really having a very bad time of it.
"A similar wave of mad socialistic and labor legislation in
both the Commonwealth and New Zealand today are working
out not only their own destruction, but the destruction of all
their fellow citizens. A man who is a non-unionist is not allowed today to earn a livelihood. After all I have witnessed
during the past eight or nine months in New Zealand and Australia of the tyranny and ignorance and laziness, colossal insolence, and absolute fraud and labor collectivism, I have determined henceforth to resist to the utmost the detestable and
abominable crusade which i~ being waged in this country to
achieve a similar social upheaval by fostering and making political capital out of class prejudice and class rancour, and destroying the institutions of which the country is so justly
proud."
Writer is Labor Leader.
Mr. J ellicoe was one of the most prominent labor leaders in
England, and was candidate for the Walton division of Liverpool
in 1906 and 1910, for a member of Parliament.

The New Zealand Strike.
In the winter of 1913, an extensive strike took place in all of
the great industrial centers of New Zealand. More than 25,000
unionists were involved in this strike. It was an I. W.W. strike
for the simple reason that the trades unions of New Zealand
and Australia have long been committed to the "One Big Union" ideal.
This strike lasted for weeks and was finally broken by the
organized Farmers' Union. The main opposition to the Australian states comes from the farmers.
America played a prominent part in this great contest. First,
because it was an American, Walter Thomas Mills, who helped
to organize the forces which made the strike possible, and second, it was American ax handles that were used as weapons
that broke the backbone of the strike.
The industries of the country had been paralyzed for weeks,
and the strike spread even to Sydney, in New South Wales,
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more than 1,200 miles across the sea from the seat of the trouble. It looked then like the whole of Australia would become
involved in the trouble unless the government or some other
force in New Zealand could settle this industrial war.

Government Powerle s.
But the government of New Zealand seemed powerless to effect any kind of a settlement or even a compromise with the
strikers. The strikers had complete control of all the industries
by reason of their control of commerce, which they had effectively tied up. The wharves at all the ports were in absolute control of the I. W. W. element which Walter Thomas Mills had
helped to organize. The harbors were full of vessels waiting to
load or discharge cargoes.
The rioting strikers dominated the situation completely for
many weeks. At last the organized farmers realized that unless
something was done and done quickly they would be ruined.
They had already sustained heavy losses by the tying up of the
steamship traffic. The farmers had a union well organized and
very powerful when solidified, and determined to act as one man.
They had been organized in opposition to the socialization of industry. The unions had for years been committed to the collective ownership and operation of land, mines, railways and all
utility property and practically everything, but unlike the 100
per cent American Socialists, they were willing to accomplish
their ends by socializing one thing at a time, just like the Nonpartisan league of the Northwest.
The Farmers Act.
The farmers met in secret and decided to act. They communicated with the government authorities to ascertain if the government would accept them as a volunteer police force for duty
upon the wharves and upon the streets of the cities. The government accepted the offer of the farmers at once.
The first knowledge that the United Labor party union leaders had of this farmers' movement was when they awoke one
morning and found the wharves and leading business streets of
Wellington, Auckland, Lyttlets and other port towns swarming
with the farmer constabulary. In all there were more than
100,000 farmers armed and performing active duty when the I.
W. W.'s went to breakfast that morning. And almost every
farmer was armed with an American made ax handle. It had
been voted not to use firearms. One farmer suggested that an
American ax handle would just about fit the situation, and the
suggestion took like fire.
Many Went to Work.
Many of the farmers went to work at once, while others did
patrol duty. The ships were loaded and others unloaded. In
10 hours the strike was completely broken so far as the shipping business was concerned. The strikers sought to play their
I. W.W. tactics upon the farmers and here is where the American ax handles came in mighty handy. An ax handle in the
hands of a powerful farpier who is used to handling such a
weapon proved most effective against an I. W.W. head and the
ax handle won.
Within 48 hours business on the streets had resumed its normal way. Many of the strikers, when they saw that the farmers meant business, went to work under direction of the farmers'
union officials. Some of them quit the Union Labor party (the
I. W. W.) unions and formed new unions organized under laws
of the country.
Big Loss Suffered.
The estimated losses of this great strike were $5,000,000.
The New Zealand government appropriated $500,000 to meet the
expenses of this trouble, so Walter Thomas Mills proved pretty
expensive to New Zealand, as he is and will to the farmers of
North Dakota.
This was the first and real syndicalist strike that New Zealand had ever had, and New Zealand had been known far and

wide as "a country without strikes." It was an I. W. W. strike
pure and simple and the I. W. W. element lost.
Closely associated with this great syndicalist strike were the
activities of one Walter Thomas Mills who had come to Australia from Milwaukee. He was known in Australia as "Prof."
Mills, but he said himself that the title was merely "honorary."

Had Been Lecturing.
He had been delivering lectures in Australia on Socialism for
which he is reported to have received large financial rewards.
He had by his speeches attracted the attention of Edgar Tregear, of Wellington, New Zealand, who was at the time prominently connected with the government labor bureau and who is
said to be the author of most of the radical legislation.
Now Mr. Tregear believed the time had come to build a more
radical Socialist labor party in New Zealand, so he invited Walter Thomas Mills to come and help him. It was these two men
who had drafted the constitution and by-laws of the United Labor party some two or three years before this great strike. It
was intended to supplant the old craft unions just as the I. W.
W. in this country was organized to do. The new party succeeded in gaining 30,000 members out of some 70,000 that had
formerly belonged to the Federation of Labor of New Zealand.
What Led Up to Strike.
About 16 months before the great strike, a miner at Huntly
was accidentally killed and the mines belonging to the union
took a day off to attend the funeral of their comrade. The mining company discharged the executive members of the union
for stopping work for the funeral, claiming that this was breaking an agreement with the company. The rest of the miners
went on strike at once. Their places were filled by other men
who proceeded to organize a new union and become registered
under the law of New Zealand which comes under the general
arbitration act.
Then the Federation of Labor took a hand and ordered their
striking members to return to work and to join the new union.
They did so and soon obtained control of the new union. When
the mining company discovered that the same old element that
had made trouble for them in the first place were in power they
again discharged the executive board which was composed of
16 members. But the company gave the excuse for this discharge that they wanted to reduce the force of men working in
the mine.
But the next day the company took on fourteen new men. The
Federation of Labor then demanded the discharged miners be
reinstated. The company refused and a strike was called on the
grounds of "victimization," a term used in England as well as
in all the Australian and New Zealand states.
In the meantime the dispute between the old Federation of
Labor and the new syndicalist union of the United Labor party,
which Mr. Mills had helped to organize, was growing more and
more bitter. The Federation called a conference, which was
held in Wellington, N. Z., in January, 1913, for the purpose of
considering the dispute and to find out if there was not some
ground upon which these differences could be ironed out and a
consolidation effected.
Both Men Invited.
Messrs. Mills and Tregear were invited to address the conference and afterwards both were appointed as members of a
committee to draft constitutions for two new unions, one to be
political and the other industrial, but affiliated and working
together. This draft was to be submitted to a general conference to be held in July following. When the conference met it
organized what is known all over New Zealand and Australia,
too, as the "Red-Feds," or the United Federation of Labor and
the Social Democratic party.
Both political and industrial unions were largely dominated
by the I. W.W., who had come to New Zealand from Australia
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for the very purpose of making a propaganda for their syndicalist-socialist ideals as in Australia. Mr. Mills was elected a
general organizer for the Social Democratic party and in the
following election this party won six seats in the New Zealand
Parliament, and in the election for two seats following the great
strike, they won both.
It was, therefore, this "Red-Feds" that was really responsible
for the strike. Its purpose was to captu,re the country through
a violent upheaval and establish the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is assumed that this was the policy promulgated by Mr.
Mills as he was thoroughly acquainted with the tactics of the
I. W.W.

During the great strike several of the leaders were arrested
and served jail sentences for using language in public addresses
that was treasonable and that tended to cause violence on the
part of their followers.
Walter Thomas Mills failed to make a success of his efforts to
establish Bolshevism in New Zealand.
Who i Walter Thomas Mills?
Walter Thoma Mill is the socialistic economist lecturer who
ha been active on the socialistic platform for many years. He
i the ame Thomas Mills who promoted a community farm in
Michigan and when the government found out the kind of an
in titu tion Thomas wa f tering, the institution was very prompt-

The direct cause of the g r eat strike however was the discharge
of shipwrights at Wellington. The organized "Red-Feds" were
looking for an excuse to start the big strike over 30 shipwrights
who had been paid for walking to and from their work for a
number of years, which amounted to $1.25 a week. With this
discovery ca.me the docking of $1.25 a week. The men taok
an hour off to consider a strike. They voted, however, not to
strike and returned to the shops where they found their places
had been filled. This was the spark that ignited the great
strike which lasted until the organized farmers came to the
rescue.

ly closccl up. Walter Thomas Mills wa nlso the promoter of R.
so-called temperance hotel in Chicago. The hotel was financei:l
by the selling of mem1Jcrships, but all that the investors had to
show for their money was a nicely engraved certificate which
entitled them to walk into the hotel and look around and pri<.le
them elves upon the fact that they were part owner in the institution, and, if they had the money, and there hapened to Le a vacant
room, this certificate entitled them to the privilege of renting a
room and paying for it at the going price. The hotel cost hundred of women their little avings and inheritances and in the
tvind up the institution went bankrupt and there are judgments
enough today in Cook County, Illinois, aiainst Walter Thomas
Mills, becau e of his everal commercial and socialistic activities,
all of which have proven to be dismal :failures, to keep Walter
Thoma. Mills and his coherts many years in satisfying these
judgments which were not outlawed n year ago amounting to
$69,000.

Mills and Tregear were completely defeated; not only was the
strike lost without a single concession given to the strikers, but
the farmers and employers acting together secured the enactment of a law which prohibits a strike being called in the future
without a conference being held between the dissatisfied workers and their employers. And it also prohibits a strike being
declared except by secret ballot of the members of the union.
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Thi· i · th , nm Walt r Thoma· 1i1ls that had ah ut ·tahlished a "community" farm in hio but it did not g t v ry f tr
after the auth riti s got next to it. And Walt r Thoma lill. i.
the ame g ntl man who i said to hnv promot d a . imilar farm
in 'alifornia and , hi ·h did no pan out. The·
o-clled lovC'
farms are plac
wh re discontented marri cl men and worn n
or old maid and bachelor ·, who. are eeking con"'enial ·oul-mat s,
may hibernate and pick out a mate, and they are pr1vi1eo- cl tCI
keep on choo. in" and trying until th y find their true oul-mate
The Governm nt frown upon institution of this kind, o it em .
much to the discomfiture of Thomas and hi· bunch of parlor
philo. ophers, and right here in 1Torth Dakota the le"i ·lature made

WO LD SE T BERGER.
The Fargo Courier-News, a chattel ot Townley's, thus views
the matter of permitting Victor Berger to take his seat in
Congress:
"In our mailbag column we print the letter of a subscriber
who believes congress should seat Victor Berger. With that
view we thoroughly agree.
"Our correspondent correctly points that if congress exercises
the right in Berger's case to censor the action of the voters
of the Milwaukee district there is no reason why it should
not do the same in the case of other representatives from other

BANK OF NORJH DAKOTA
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it warm for om of the fre~love adherent . The Seer t Servi
Department of the United tates had o ca ion to look up Mr.
Mill.' record when he was charged with . dition at l!":irgo aud
one very prominent man, who went into the written record of
Thomas Mills during the last forty years, ventured the as ertion
that if the people of the state of North Dakota really knew
Thomas•s history that they wouldn't permit him to get off a train
at any station in the state of North Dakota.
Yet this is the same Walter Thomas Mills who is now lecturing in the state of Wa hington, telling the farmers how to promob
their own industrial, economic and sociali tic busines , havin_,.
been a failure at everything he ha yet undertaken and a man
generally de pi ed by tho e who know anything a to his recoru
and hi tory. If the good people in the state of Washington ,vm
only dig into Thomas's record, Thomas•s influence out there will
be very short-lived

districts, who might be obnoxious to the majority in congress
for other reasons."
It seems that the Courier-News even condones treason.
The Fargo Forum gives a very pat reply to this sort of
thing thus:
"No reason except that Mr. Berger is a convicted criminalconvicted of disloyalty to his country in time of war-and is
out on bail. But that probably is a recommendation rather
than a reason for excluding him in the eyes of the local I. W. W.
apologist.
'Mr. Berger is not being persecuted for his political views.
There have been several other Socialists in congress and no
effort has been made to exclude them. Mr. Berger was excluded because he is a convicted criminal, not because he is
a Socialist. His political views have nothing to do with the
case."

Townleyism is crumbling, but in thi process it is bound to
kick up a lot of poi onous du t. Get out your ga masks.

u

The red leaders of Townleyi m are not Bol hevi t -they tell
o themselve -but, oh! how they do admire Bol hevi m.
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HITTING THE SAW-DUST TRAIL
Two Townley legislators within a week have hit the sawdust
trail, have knelt at the mourner ' bench, confe sed their sins,
and have promi ed to devote the remainder of their lives to
good deeds in an effort to undo the harm which they have
done North Dakota by assisting to fasten upon it the soviet
laws which are sapping the vitality and the morality of the
state.
The penitents are Representative A. B. Arnold, whose district
includes Golden Valley county, where Townley went bankrupt,

The Red Flame is not interest
in individuals; it is not a
political organ, and it has no sympathy with politicians. It
is for this reason, and because Attorney General William Langer
i fighting for a principle, and because the rank and file in
• orth Dakota believe in Bill Langer and for the things he stands
for, that The Red Flame herewith makes this prediction:
The next governor of North Dakota will be Bill Langer-or
it will be Lynn Frazier.
There is no alternative-1AKE YOUR CHOICE.
Your opposition to Townleyi.'m may b "Ruge(l in obverse
ratio to your loye for your flag, your home and your family.

I t<.No~
THAT I HAVl::
l)OME' WROW6

PLEASE
t:ORG\ VI:

ME!

and Representative H. 0. Bratsberg, one of three Townley
members from the 49th legislative districts.
The~r conversion followed the disclosure of their legislative
records and of the crimes of Townleyism to their own homefolks in addresses delivered by Attorney General Langer in
response to requests from scores of these former Townley
legislators' constituents.
Without questioning the sincerity and good faith of Messrs.
Arnold and Bratsberg, it may be said that they have merely
done what every other honest dupe of Townleyism will do when
he can be made to see the light.
The Townley bubble has been pricked; the deflation of this
gigantic bag of deception has begun, and the end will be swift
and certain.
And North Dakota must not forget that tlie man who ha!!.
contributed more to this .esult than perhaps all the other
factors combined is Attorney General William Langer, who has
had the courage and the ability to go out before the people and
tell them the truth.
·

LENI E A

ro LAB0Il

The sovieti-; have the whip hand in th ir controver y with the
workers ; they are the gov rmri:ent and the "Red'' army backs
theit· decrees. There is a final court of settlement for all di~ngreements between the soviets and the workrs. It is lhe "wall''
-and the firing quad. The right of strike' is denied the worker . Many of those who have dared to strike have paid for it
with their lives. The worker are without r cour e when commanded by the oviet. ,vhether or uot they ,vere the lave of
the machines before communism came, it is certain that they
are now the lave of the sov.iets. Even a slave~ of the ma·
chine and the capitali ts who owned the machines, they had
the right to strike for th ir rights. The soviet <l prived them of
this right.
From "Problems Facing a trickenJ\"'orld," l>y Frank C-0merfonl.
Fooling all of the p ople part of the time and part of tbe
p ople all of the time, Townley is ju. t beginning to di cover that
he can't fool all the people all the time.
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HANDING THE DEER PEEPUL T E
DOUBLE DOUBLE CROSS
How Townley Twice Deceives Willing Dupes Through Operations of His
Bank of North Dakota, "The People's Bank''
The average shyster and trickster is content with the single
double cross.
Mr. A. C. Townley, the man who has built North Dakota's
Soviet government upon the plans furnished by Comrades
Lenine and Trotzky, is too much of a connoisseur for that.
The taxpayers of North Dakota who are compelled to turn

by Assistant Attorney General F . E. Packard may reveal the
source of this great pleasure. It may have been that Mr. W. A.
Anderson was delighted with the thought that he was assisting
his master in handling the deer peepul of North Dakota the
double double-cross.

"The report throughout is eva lve and conceals many
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o~er to Mr. Townley's Bank of North Dakota some seventeen
millions of their public funds are allowed by Mr. Townley's
l~gislature but a single check upon the Soviet treasur y. That
is through a report which Mr. Townley's' state industrial commission, which runs the Bank of North Dakota and Mr. Townley's other state enterprises, is required to file once a year
with the secretary of state.
The industrial commission, through its imported secretary,
one W. A. Anderson, whom Mr. Townley found in the service of
Minneapolis's socialist park board and transferred to North
Dakota, where his peculiar talents would be more appreciated,
ftled its first annual report with the secretary of ,state January
27. It gave Mr. W. A. Anderson much pleasure to perform this
duty-he tells Mr. Hall so himself. An analysis of the report

things which ought to be made plain," says fr. Pa.ckard in
response to Secretary of State Hall's request for an opinion
as to the sufficiency of the report." BUT IT CONTAINS
NO MORE SHAMELESS ATTEMPT TO DECEIVE THE
PEOPLE OF THE STATE THAN THE ALLEGED PROFIT
OF THE BANK OF NORTH DAKOTA FROM JULY 28 TO
DECEMBER 31 OF $45,078.45. To arrive at this profit thebank statement includes among its earnings an item of
$!6,719.64: ACCRUED INTEREST ON THE BANK BONDS.
These. bond were issued by the state of North Dakota and
the proceeds were to become the capital of the bank. It will
be recalled that the bonds could not be sold to the publle
AND THE.Y WERE PURCHASED OUT OF THE BANK'S
DEPOSITS.
"THE INTEREST ON THESE BONDS IS PAID THROUGH
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BEEN FED FOR THREE YEARS, WOULD HAVE CONTINUED
TO BE GIVEN THE PEOPLE.
BUT WHEN PACKARD FORCED THEM TO THE WALL,
THE TOW LEY FILLIBUSTERS WERE FORCED TO AD HT
THAT THEY HAD BEEN CAUGHT IN THE ACT OF DELIBERATELY LYING TO THE PEOPLE TO MAKE THEM BELIEVE THAT THE MONEY WHICH THE PEOPLE HAD BEEN
COMPELLED TO TURN OVER TO TOWNLEY'S BANK WAS
EARNING SOMEWHERE NEAR THE NOMINAL PROFITS
WHICH IT WOULD HAVE EARNED THE STATE AND POLITICAL SUBDIVSIONS HAD TOWNLEY'S I BANK KEPT ITS
HANDS OUT OF THE TAXPAYERS' POCKETS.
0 LY 205,068.78 TO FAR ER
"The bank's statement further shows," says Mr. Packard,

!V£XT £L£CT!ON IF NOT '500N£R

V

I '

the state on account of the operations of the bank. Prior
t.o tts organization from two and one-half to six per cent
was paid on public funds, while the bank vays but two per
cent on such fund ; thereby lessening the Income of the
tate and Its political subdivision thousands of dollars."
That is one method of showing a profit which is quite in
keeping with Bolshevist theories, principles and practice.
The Townley press had almost weekly since the opening of
Sisal Trust Repository in bold streamers extending entirely
across the top of the front page herald the fact that the Bank
of North Dakota was earning enormous profits, in spite of Fred
Cathro's $10,000.00 salary and his $200-a-month feeding and
bedding allowance at the Pattersonovitch hotel. Secretary
Anderson's report, released in advance to the Townley press,
was quoted once more in letters a foot high to show the tremendous earnings which Fred Cathro's bank was making.
AND IF THE BOLSHEVIST BUNCH HAD BEEN ALLOWED
TO GET AWAY WITH IT THIS SORT OF STUFF, A FAIR
SAMPLE OF THE LIES UPON WHICH NORTH DAKOTA HAS

"that only $205,062.73 had been loaned upon farm lands, while
Bulletin No. 5, series of 1919, issued December 15, 1919, shows
that the applications for farm loans amounted to $8,015,991.00."
IN OTHER WORD , .AFfl'ER OPERATING FOR SIX
MONTHS, THE BANK HAD LOANED BACK TO NEEDY
FARMERS ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS LESS
OF THEffi MONEY THAN IT HAD ACCO ODA.TINGLY
PLACED IN It. H.J. HAGEN'S SCilDINAVIAN-AMERICAN BANK AT FARGO UP TO THE TIME THE STATE
BANKING BOARD ORDERED THAT INSTITUTION TO
CLOSE ITS DOORS LAST SEPTEMBER.
"The bulletin in above quoted," proceeds Mr. Packard, "shows
appraisal fees on hand amounting to 20,510.50. IF THE
EXCESSIVE APPRAISAL FEES BEING PAID BY THE AP- .
PLICANTS FOR FARM LOANS WERE DEDUCTED FROM THE
ALLEGED NET PROFIT, THE BANK WOULD SHOW AN EVEN
GREATER DEFICIT, THESE APPRAISERS' FEES ARE EXCESSIVE AND BURDENS0!\1E."

In this connection we must not lose sight of the fact that
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the farm r pa hJ ppral al f
bank po et it., wh th r in it own ood time it may in
ome fntur de de de Ide to let thi farmer have a Uttl of
the tate' money, or whether it d clde th t It r allJ tan't
p r him a w thou nd of the million
hich h
nd
other have helped to pile up in
Townley' Bank of

orth Da ota.
ORE OF THE A E I TD
North Dakota, for a ll of the m11lions which it has handed
to Mr. Townley and his smooth-talking red organizer~ and for
the $17,000,000.00 in bonds for which Mr. Townley's legislature

-

not appear that the statement of the failure of the sale of
bonds is responsible for the condition of the department ts
altogether true.
"It is alleged in the report that the Drake mill shows a net
profit of $2,748.23, but it also appears that items which hould
be charged to its operating account are found under expenditure of the mill and elevator association, and that if the books
were properly kept there would be a deficit instead of a profit
in the operation of this industry."
IN CONCLU IO
R. PACKARD AYS:
"I
OF THE OPINION THAT THE REPORT WHOLLY
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has mortgaged the state, has the Bank of North Dakota, which
shows a deficit after having had the use of 16,000,000.00 of the
people's money at a cost of two per cent for a period of six
months; a pitiful little second-hand flour mill at Drake, which
on a good day grinds out 125 barrels of ordinary flour, which
it asks the people to buy at extraordinary prices, and the
State •Home Building Association, which Townley's imported
spell-binders told us a year ago would provide homes and
· farms for everybody and make North Dakota blossom like a rose.
Mr. Anderson does not attempt much of a defense for the
Mill and Elevator Association. That was too much of a job
even for this imaginative gentleman. But he does seek to excuse
the Home Building Association, "because bonds could not be
sold."
"It is alleged," says Mr. Packard, "that the building and
loan association has been hampered because bonds could not
be sold. One $5,000 cottage has been built, at a cost of $9,424.00.
The report fails to include the item of rent, which should be
among the costs of operating this de rtment. As there remains more than $90,000.00 of the appropriation still unexpended, and as the deposits, including the $1,000 deposited
on account of the cottage built, amount to only $2,397.90, it does

F AIL8 TO COMPLY WITH THE PROV! IONS OF SEC·
TIO 6, (THAT PORTIO OF THE ACT CREATI G THE
l D TRIAL CO
I IO WHICH REQUIRE IT O CE
A YEAR TO GIVE THE PEOPLE OME INKLING OF
WHAT IS BEING DO E WITH THEIR BUSINES ) AND
THAT FROM ITS EVASIVE AND MISLEADING CHARACTER, AND FRO I THE SHOWING MADE AS TO THE
CONDITION OF THE INDUSTRIES, THAT A THOROUGH
EXAMINATION BY A CO IPETENT FIRM OF REGISTERED ACCOUNTANTS, AND ALL OF THE INDUSTRIES
PUT UNDER COMPETENT BUSINESS MANAGEMENT."
That is what a man who served under Townley for three
years as tax commissioner thinks of Townley's stewardship.
And this initial report of the industrial commission shows the
people what they may expect in the form of an accounting
from Mr. Townley.

Of course any sane man, stockholder in a private business
enterpri e, would employ a a manager for his business a man
who had failed in every other undertaking, who had taken advantage of the bankruptcy court and boasted of his ability to
defraud creditors of $80,000 which was their due.
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WHAT REDS DO TO NORTH DAKOTA
E. C. Barkus of Granville, N. D., replied to the advertisement
of an Iowa company published in a farm paper, ottering money
to loan on farm lands. In response he received from the secretary of the loan company:
"I am sorry to advise that this company does not loan money
in North Dakota. Our ad which you saw in the - - - was
given to that paper on account of its large South Dakota circulation.
"You will understand, as we have had many good customers
in your state, that we are very sorry, indeed, not to take care
of them and not to handle the new business which has lately
been offered us from that territory. However, if you are familiar

IN CONCLUSION
Our forefathers fought !or this great land which we have
inherited.
They dared the perils of the broad Atlantic. They left home
and loved ones to make a place for themselves in an alien and
inhospitable soil.
They fought savages and wild beasts and plague and famine.
They did these things that they might hand down to you a
land of opulence and opportunity.
They never shirked; they never faltered; the term "slacker"
had not been invented in their day.
Now our fair country is threatened from within. by a foe more
dangerous than the wild beasts; more insidious than famine
and fever; more rentless than the cruellest aboriginee--a foe

~--

with the recent law.; passed by your state, and the plans of
your Nonpartisan league, you must appreciate that it will not
pay outside interests to loan money to North Dakota people.
We do not presume to criticize your local government, which
is your own business, but simply state a hard business fact."

• • • •
This case is but a sample. There are many similar ones. The
credit of the state has been immeasurably damaged by the
political developments of the past few days. And the mischief
of it is that these obnoxious laws are not of the people's making,
but have been imposed on the state by a gang of political
shysters and business incompetents who have not a dollar's
worth of interest in the state. But it is the people who are
living in the state, and who ai. e trying to build it up who have
to pay the bills and suffer all the disadvantages.-Grand Forks
Herald.

which has declared war on all humanity and upon all that civilization holds dear.
•
In this hour of peril will you prove true to the trust; will
you take up the torch; will you carry on the fight, or will you
cravenly submit to the most degrading bondage which ever
has threatened mankind?
The shades of Washington and Lincoln; of all the great
hearts who fell at Valley Forge and at Gettysburg and at
Santiago and the Marne are calling to you!
What will your answer be?

BANKRUPTCY
There are several degrees of bankruptcy. After one has gone
the limit and has become bankrupt of money and morals, of
principal and principles, he appears to have become qualified
for the leadership of great progressive "reform movements."

OUR BILL LANGER
(By Mrs. Emeline Egan Sifert,
Golden Valley County,
Golva, N. D.)

I
Three cheers for you, Bill Langer !
You're the lad that rings true blue;
You 're the one to guide our Ship of State
And see us safely through.
You arose above the reeking fumes
Of envy, greed and hateA sturdy, loyal patriotTo save our Sunshine State.
II
We 're proud of you, Bill Langer,
You are not afraid to fight;
For you buckled on your arm.or
In the cause of God and Right.
For you, and what you stand for,
We '11 watch, and pray, and wait
Till you lower the flag of Treason
From our dear old Sunshine State.
III
We'll stand by you, brave Langer,
We '11 stake our all on you,
Son of our glorious Sunshine State;
We know you 're loyal and true.
ur Lincoln of North Dakota!
Your is the hand an!l p n
To trike the gyve from off our wri ts
And make us free again.

IV
Success to you, brave Langer,
We 're with you now for fair;
Our efforts will be unceasihg
Till you 're in. the Governqr 's chair.
We 11 push the Buford and her crew
So far from our dear shore
That, like the '' Flying Dutchman,''
They will never reach it more.

l
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OUR BILL LANGER
(By Mrs. Emeline Egan Sifert,
Golden Valley County,
Golva, N. D.)

I
Three cheers for you, Bill Langer!
You 're the lad that rings true blue;
You 're the one to guide our Ship of State
And see us safely through.
You arose above the reeking fumes
Of envy, greed and hateA sturdy, loyal patriotTo save our unshine State.
II
We 're proud of you, Bill Langer,
You are not afraid to fight;
For you buckled on your armor
In the cause of God and Right.
For you, and what you stand for,
We '11 watch, and pray, and wait
Till you lower the flag of Treason
From our dear old Sunshine State.
III
We'll stand by you, brave Langer,
We '11 stake our all on you,
on of our glorious Sunshine State ;
We know you 're loyal and true.
ur Lincoln of Nor h Dakota!
Yours i the hand an~ pen
To trike the gyve from off our wri t
And make us free again.

IV
Success to you, brave Langer,
We're with you now for fair;
Our efforts will be unceasing
Till you're in. the Governqr's chair.
We '11 push the Buford and her crew
So far from our dear shore
That, like the "Flying Dutchman,"
They will never reach it more.
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